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Albuquerque
Citizen
"WE GET THE NEWS FIRST"
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KANSAS

lielr

houseboat.
the wo
man and childr,
a rowboat
Tv
Now across
the Missouri rlv l.
X officers
Id not
stop and the police
a volley,
seriously wounding one jt the glr'a
The woman then rowed the boat
back to tho shore and surrendered.
Sharp has not been seen.
children

fl

POLICE The officers

v

r

IN PITCHED BATTLE

.nd

SECRETARY

TREASURY

1

F

STATEMENT

CTKHY AT ItKCKI'TION.
Expenses to Have
.
Dec.
Oovernor Shows
Curry of New Mexico iwu a guest la;t
Millions
Been Fifty-tignight at the White House and together with a number of others saw
More Than Receipts
the moving pictures of Jim Aberna-th- y
In a wolf hunt.
President ltoos-eve- lt
Last Year.
arranged with Abernathy to
have the pictures shown at the White
Home and the entertainment made
a hit with the president and his EVERYBODY HAS
TWO ARE KillED
guests.
Governor Curry, Solomon Luna and
Harry Kelley are due to appear beM LEAST $34.72
THREEBAOLY HURT fore the ways and means committee
In the interests of wool and sheep
growers of New Mexico. It will probably be several days before they can
More Than Three Billion Dollars
Fanatic Says He Will Get Well be heard.
Is In Circulation and Per Cap
and Livs to Kill More Policemen
CASTKO KHACUNS SPAIN.
8. The
Spain. Dec.
Santander,
- Heal Leader of the Band
ita Increases Suggests
Guadaloupe, with
French steamer,
Ways of Saving
Escapes After Bloody
President Castro of Venezuela on
board, came In here today. Castro
Money.
to
will continue aboard the steamer
Bordeaux and travel thence to Berlin. He has come to Europe with the
Washington, Dec. 9. The annual
.
"I am not Intention of settling Venezuela's naKansas City, Dec.
going to die. I am going to get well tional
quarrels.
The president's report of .Mr. Cortelyou, the secreand live to kill a. few more police- health la good.
tary of the treasury, shows a reversal
men." That Is the assertion of Louis
of
conditions for the fiscal year 1908.
HALE SLOUKEDS ALL1SOV
iratt, self styled "Adam God," a
religious fanatic who is lying in the
Washington. Dec. 9. A largely at- as compared with the fiscal year for
general hospital here. He was seri- tended Republican caucus of senators 1.07. For the latter year the re
ously wounded in a battle between today unanimously elected Male chair- ceipts were $84,236,586 In excess of
his followers and the police .late yes- man of the Republican caucus to
For the fiscal
terday.
succeed the late Senator Allison; The the disbursements.
were
position carrlea the chairmanship of year 1808 the disbursements
As a result of the fight, Pratt's
daughter, Lulu, and a po- the Republican steering committee to $68,070,201 In excess of the receipts,
liceman, Albert C. Dalbow, are dead, the senate which determines all the due to business depression and In
And two other policemen are in a Important legislation of that body.
Fortunately
creased appropriations.
critical condition. John Sharp, known
the report says, the available cash
as "Elijah Second," and who was the EAGLE IS GUWY
balance at the beginning of the fiscal
real head of the little band of relig-ou- s
enthusiasts, is still at large. Mrs.
year was $272,061,445.
Pratt, with two young daughters,
The treasury was called upon In
IN SECOND DEGREE
spent the night in the matron's room
the latter part of October, 1.07, to
In the police headquarters, but Mrs.
render assistance in a financial panic
Sharp, who fired the two Bhots that Cherokee Indian, Who Killed a Nav- which started In New York City and
conflnstruck Policeman Mullane, is
which gradually extended over the
ajo at lilucwater, Must Go to
cd to the city Jail.
entire country. Through treasury op
lrlon.
At the hospital this morning, It
erations during this financial uisturb
deGuilty
In
the second
of murder
ance the amount of public deposits
was said that Mullane had small
to recover tout Sergeant gree was the verdict of the Jury with the banks reached $236. 54, 321
chance
Eagle,
In
the case of Dick
on November 30th, 1907, and on
Clark's condition was slightly im- which sat
proved. A. J. fielzer, a bystander, charged with Haying a Navajo Indian December 27, 1907, the maximum ot
May.
Bluewater last
$259,994,271
was attained,
who was hit by a stray shot. Is also Hear
after
' The case occupied the attention,
f which ft was decreased to $25s,920,
expected tj get well. 'v
reday,
one
probably
Today Mrs. Pratt told of th work the court but
164 by the close of the month.
of the band, who came here in a cording the briefest murder trial ever
Further withdrawals decreased this
house boat. "Mr. and Mrs. Sharp," held In the Second Judicial district. amount to $118,379J53, on Novem
6
shortly
after
she said, "were known to us as Adam The Jury retired
ber 16, 1908. At the beginning of
and Eve, and we believed their o'clock. At 12 o'clock, the foreman the present fiscal year there was a
teachings." She said they armed announced that a verdict had been freer circulation of money and large
themselves on the advice of Sharp. reached and the thin paper bearing amounts were returned to the finan'
The first she heard of yesterday's a half dozen words meaning years in cial centers and some of the deposi
struggle she says was when Lulu the penitentiary to Eagle was placed taries voluntarily returned to the
treasury a part of their holdings of
and Mary came running down to the In an envelope.
Eagle was present when Judge Ab- public deposits, amounting In all to
boat and told that shooting was gobott opened and read the finding, out approximately four million dollurs.
ing on in the street.
"When the officers arrived at showed no emotion. The man is one A further withdrawal of public mon
the house boat," she said, "I of the queerest characters in the ey from depositary banks In New
took my Winchester off the wall southwest. He is half negro and halt York City, made in January, amountThe top of his ed to $8,850,000 making the balance
and told Lulu to get a gun and we Cherokee Indian.
all got into a Bkiff tied to the house head Is bald and from the remainder in the banks to the credit of the gen
boat. I sat In the boat with the gun flaws long wavy tresses black as cJa'. eral fund at the end ot January,
he $226,241,418.
in my hand. I wasn't going to hoo. On the witness stand' yesterday
unless I had to because 1 had no salj that he was a d ictor, a barber,
Further voluntary surrender of dechance to ask Adam andKve what a gold hunter an ;i cowboy. During posits was made during February
recent years he hus frequently com- and on June Suth the general fund
to do.
"I am sorry I didn't resist. I am municated with th authorities say- had been reduced to $149,000,000.
ing that he
info.mation about
afraid I will lose my eternal life b
The aggregate of trust funds, con- cause 1 think that Adam would have the hiding places of thieves and siitting of gold coin and standard sil
adv.sed me to shoot. Lulu got Into money. He wanted to show the au- ver dollars held for the redemption
the back skiff which was covered an thorities to the den of Bluck Jack. ot certificates and notes for which
Mary took the oars and we started Since being confined in the county. they were respectively pledged, inacross the river. The officers began Jail he has written ' several officers creased $139,000,000 during the year.
. shooting at the boat.
We drifted up that he would how them where th
The monetary stock for the year
to the bank, and when I saw blood French robbers were in hiding.
Increased $263,203,000.
The growth
on Lulu's ear I knew that she had
In gold was $151,744,391.
In silver,
been shot Then Mary and 1 got out
$17,919,395; national bank notes $94
and hung on t:ie side of the boat un- YOUTLFUL BRIGANDS
545,227. At the same time there was
til they captured us."
a decrease of $1,006,UOG.
At
th.
Mrs. Melissa Sharp also made
a
TAKEN 10 JAIL close of the fiscal year, 1908, tile
statement.
She said that she marmoney In circulation amounted
to
ried Sharp twenty years ago when
$3,038,015 488 or per capita of $34.72.
. she was 17.
They lived In Arkansas TlH-Tin-rWill lk Ke
Vntil the The percentage of gold lo circulation
and Oklahoma. Tiny had no regiwas $45.95.
ot
Grand Jury Dim
There was an increase
on until about six y am ago when
.
Their
of $94,545,227 in the volume of na
she said her husOand had revelations
tionai bank notes during the fiscal
In default of $250 bonds each, John year closed July 1st, last.
from Ood. They began to study the
Lynn
Gray,
Sawtelie
two
and
the
Bible and later both had revelations.
The amount of fnterest bearing
They then gave away their property ycuthful brigands charged .with grand dt-on June 30, 1907. Is shown to
larceny
by
A.
were
J.
Skinner,
tuken have been $934,902,760 and on June
and started to preach. Since then
to
county
jail
the
yesterday
to await 30th. 1908. $897,503,990.
they have traveled through Oklahoma. Texas, Kansas. Missouri, Illnols the action of the grand Jury,
The report shows that from the
young
very
picThe
men
a
made
and Minnesota. They then went to
ot the national
of
date
turesque
appearance
high
heeled bank acttheIn paasaKe
in
Canada. About la.--t August they re1908,
1863 to July 1.
boots
and
apparel
other
character charters were granted to 9.174 na
turned from Canada, built the
Istic
wild
woolly
west,
of
the
as
and
boat ami started to float down the
tional banking ussoclat.ons and at
Missouri, preaching at many places. they were escorted by en officer to '.he close of the last fiscal year th ri
the
erect,
Jail.
Both
their
held
heads
had b en prosecuted by officers
Th
however, displaying the cqurage of were in operation 6,827 associat.on.v
who had wanted to take their chilcapital
with authorised
stock of
men,
bad
would
who
rtal
not give up $930
many
dren and had gone armed
542,774.
I'anks to the numb r
to
fight
but
would
the
last
ditch.
months.
of 1,878 have been closed by the voChief of Police Ahern announced E. The horse and wagon stolen from luntary action of the r stockhold.-iB.
Harsch
Sunday
night
was
today that yesterday's bloody affair
and 469 Insolvent associations have
marked the end of street meetings in found near the cache of groceries in been placed In charge of receivers.
the
near
willows
Ilio
The
the
Grande.
K.iiia.s City.
There were purchased for the coinThe tight started about 4 o'clock rig was taken from Mr. Harsh's age of subsidiary silver during the
by
Sunday
night
barn
Gray
Sawand
yesterday afternoon when
Ju.ven.le
fiscal year 16.9'56,309 ounces of silOfficer Holt saw Sharp preaching on telie and used to haul the groceries ver bullion at a cost of $9,923,026.
grocery
stolen
from
Skinner
the
the corner, surrounded by a woman
The receipts from Internal revenue
and five children. The juvenile offi- store.
taxes for the fiscal year 1908, were
is
SawIt
Gray
believed
and
that
cer did not believe the children
engaged in robbing the $251,711,126, a net decrease from
should be in custody of Sharp and telie were
The customs
Skinner grocery at the time the po- 1907 of $17,955,646.
inquired as to the Identity of them.
receipts for the Fame period, amountThe woman told him to mind his lice wi re raiding the rendezvous on ed to $26 113.130, a decrease for
own business and the preacher and North Fifth stret, when three memthe year of about $46,000,000.
his companions drew revolvers. Kharp bers of the gang were raptured. The
Basing his figures on the estimates
of Fred Luna and George Ward
struok the officer over the head with cases
already submitted
of appropriations
his revolver. Holt started ti return have not been disposed of as yet. The by the several executive departments
to the police station and Sharp and authorities are at a loss what to do the secretary Is of the opinion that
with these young hopefuls.
his followers, also started,
that dithe excess of expenditures over rerection.
Holt warned the sergeant TAFT AM) m.N'XOX
ceipts for the fiscal year ending June
on duty at headquarters to prepare
$0. 1910, may
MKKT IX (YIXrTOlKKUK.
reach $143,046,796.
for trouble and Officers Dalbow and
.
Washington.
Pec.
President- The three months of X lvm'ji r anl
Steg- - were ordered to go out and elect
Taft and Speaker Cannon today December. 1907,
January. 1908,
arrest Sharp. As they emerged from held a conference for-- n hour and a .witnessed Imports and
of gold
the station, the preacher and his half. At the conclusion each an- United Rtates to the amount into
of
banj opened fire. a riot call was nounced that arrangements had been
and n the other hand the
turned In and policemen began gath- made whereby Taft was to-- mem the three months of April, May and June,
ering, closing In on the preacher. Republican members of - taei- House 190$, witnessed rspsrts of gold from
When the firing ceased Pratt
was committee on ways and naaa tomor the 1 'sited States to the amount of
badly wounded.
His companions row afternoos). after which,
state- $49.(51 .ITS. TVW the twvlm, mim:hi
fled, the woman and some of the ment would ba issued.
'lading October It, 1908, the total

Adam God. Elijah II and Followers Use Revolvers
When Officers
Appear.

WuHhington.

ht

--

Fight.

.

:

--

Imports of gold were $150,234,064.
and total exports $72,509,564.
The secretary says It would seem
that means might be devised to diminish the transfer of phyjical gold
under these conditions. That er. d- Its or loans of gold might be extend
ed more generous y than at present
by one nation to another In times of
stress, was proposed ,Mn after thu
cr.sis of a year ago. It has been suggested that an International Conference be called of representative Of
the ministries of finance and of the
great state banks with a view to
nuire prompt and effective
In emergencies.
Tho secretary devotes considerable
space- to the question of an eweiomte- al disbursement of current receipts.
and the classification of both receipts
aad disbursements In such a way ae
to facilitate such an adjustment, and
suggests that It would perhaps be
competent to Congress, to vest In a
Joint committee the power ot revis
ing the appropriations bills with a
view to distributing
reductions and
increase In an equitable manner and
also with a view to the relative Im
portance of the object for which ap
propriations are sought
If would
seem that such a committee should
be charged with the responsibility of
keeping the expenditures
ot each
year, or. If this could not be done,
that It should authorize the Ijkup of
a proper amount of short term obli
gations to bridge over the deficit of
lean years. By such a committee
needless and wasteful expenditure
might be checked.
On the subject of the revision of
the tariff the secretary says the new
administration Is pledged to a fair
and equitable revision. Th necessities of the government should be a
guide, at least in part, to the mea-urand character of the revision. Data
recorded In this report tell their own
story. If the deficiencies reach any
thing like the figures given, ample
provision must be made through new
subjects of taxations, to provide adequate revenue. The earnest consid
Is
eration of Congress
especially
urged to this phase of the subject.
Of recent currency legislation the
secretary jsvs that the act passed at
the last session af Congress has serv
ed a useful purpose, and will be
available until the recommendations
of the monetary commission created
by that Congress, can be considered
and acted upon.
-
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PER CENT

Late Reform Assessor Makes
Demands Under Old Law
Despite, Reform Platform.
SUIT AGAINST COUNTY
PROBABLE OUfCOiMt
To the

Honorable
ot
lioard
County Commissioners of the
County of Bernalillo,
Albu- querque, IN. M.
Siegfried Gruns- Gentlemen:
feld, assessor of Bernalillo cuun- ty, territory of New
Mexico,
hereby demands and gives no- tice to the said board of county
commissioners
of
Bernalillo
county and the individual mem- bers thereof, that he claims
and demands four per centum
on all collections made by the
county collector, upon which
the assessment weie made, or
licenses Issued by him, and the w
assessor and that the said board
of county commissioners of th.s
county set aside and nold apait
the four per centum so due t:ie
assessor upon any and all col- lections heretofore
made and
hereafter to be made upon
which assessments have Oeen
made or lleenses Issued by th.s
claimant and assessor and that
said board of county cominls- sioners and the inillviduul mem- - a
bers therof as well, will be held
responsible for any and all sums
due the said assessor.
Respectfully.
SIEl1FKIWl GUI 'MS FELD.
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NUMHKU 297

mills on a bicycle, when an explosion
n
In the
of
mills at- GOVERNORS
tracted his attention.
"I got off ray bicycle and looked
through the window," said White-side- s
PREVENT FREIGHT
WAY
CONSERVE
this morning, "and I saw two
men leaning over the safe. The office was filled with smoke from the
explosion. About the time I saw
them the two men saw me. One of
them pulled a revolver from his pocket and fired at me and I ran."
Whltesldes left his bicycle lying In
Speaker at Waterways Con. tha street and ran to notify the po- Joint Session Wl.h trie Com'
lice. When he returned with an offn.b.-iw- u
gross Says Plan Brings
is Held Today
icer there waa no trace of the two
men but an Investigation of the office
Good Results in
at National
showed that they had been frightened
awsy Just In time. The knob of the
Caplial.
Europe.
safe, n
kinJ, had been
n
pourknocked off and
ed Into the aperture.
The explosion
did not open the door. There was
THE COUNTRY MUST
NOTABLE SPEAKERS
$10.65 In the safe.
Whltesldes did not have time to
get an accurate description of the
MAKE AOORESSES men. Neither wore a mask, and he
PRODUCE
says he believes they were strangers.
The police are working on the theory that they are crooks from one of
Session Is Opened at Washington the larger cities, and believe they mny Soli Is Not Wearing Out. But WUi
be the ones who recently cracked a
be Called on For Greater Ef.
With Big Attendance to Dissafe In EI Paso, and have robbed
In
safes
several
towns.
Texas
other
forts -- Coal Will All be cuss Plans for Solving
ArPIJOANTS
Cone by Next
Transportation
THK CIVIL SKHVICE.
Century.
The following civil service exam
Problem.
inations are announced to take place
In this citv durlnff tha month of Jan
Washington, Dec. 9. Tha National
Washington, Dec, 9. One of the uary:
January 7 Land law clerk In the Conservation commission today
most notable gatherings ever assem
nl- - gan conferences with toe governors of
service, ilermrttnnnt nf
bled In the history of this country In forest
lth tha prob- ture, salary $00 to $1,600 per an-- j tne different states,
the Interests of waterway develop num.
vDie resuu mat some concrete plan
ment war called to order today when
January 7 Editor In charge of will be mapped out for tha conservathe National River and Harbor con the departments of entomology, eco- tion of the nation's natural resources.
gress met In its fifth annual conven nomic xoology and veterinary science, More than thirty states were rpr
tion. The congress Is endeavoring' in the experiment station record, office eented by their chief executives-Soto Impress Congress with the neces- of experiment stations, department of
la No losing.
sity of a comprehensive policy of agriculture, salary $1,500.
The most interesting point mad
Improving the rivers, canals and har- January 7 Hull draftsman, one public through the report of tha work
bors of the nation.
at a salary of $100 a month and an- conducted during the summer and
Ihe congress opened with prayer other at a salary of $125 a month. In fall by the section of lands of tha
by Bishop O'Connell and an address the light house board, department of National Conservation commission, cf
by Vice President Fatroanks followwhich Senator Knute Nelson- of Min
commerce and labor.
nesota., is chairman, la that the ined.
Ambassador James Lryce of
ventory of natural resourcea haa demGreat Britain, told of the waterways
onstrated that the soil of the Unite!
of Great Hrltaln.
Others on the SAYS TWO MEN
States as a whole Is not falling oft,
program for the day include Samuel
tut rather is In most part ot tha
Uompera, Seth Low of New York,
ASSAULTED HIM country, if not actually gaining, at
and Governor Chamberlain of Oreleast holding its own'. "The report degon; Governor Sanders of Louisiana
clares, however,- - that our agricultural
and Champ Crark. of Missouri.
Juci-gGeorge Hiliyer, of the Geor- An Encounter 6umlay Rttwlts In lands will soon be required to proCliarge Itclng IlUtl la IXmrt
duce at least twice as much aa they"
gia railroad commission. In an
YesUnlny.
do at present in order to meet th
told of the necessity for overnation's demand for food.
an
land canals.
iBecause ot treatment he alleges he increase in crop production Such
la poasi- Calling attention to what he aald received at the hands of Frank Walsh
were the groat, freight blockades In and Elmer Phelps, employes at Rob- ble with proper methods.
There are in the United Stala
the United tttates a year 'ago, Mr. ert Loudon's dairy south of the city, proper,
according to the' report.
Hiliyer said
In Em?! 3 the dif- S. D. Odllng appeared before Judge
lesa than X AOn ftftrt anitar mil..
trifle
ficulty had been obviated
by ' th
,
.
.
. . nr.wn
.
.
a ,rn
Cruir" venteriiiiv" ilnrt iArr.
n.
"
pn a little,
nm
proper division made
Into water plaint charging assault with intent '. moreiNnn wrraffri.
one-nrt- ti
tnan
is under cultiva- freights and rail freights; with due to do bodily Injury. Walsh and
regard for the Improvement of the Phelps were arrested yesterday by t.on. About a quarter Is covered with
and a smaller proportion with,.'
rivers and the construction of canals. the police and yesterday afternoon forests,
'
and cut-ovThe transportation
problem In Eu- bound over to the grand Jury under woods, young growth
exception of wast
land.'
With
the
rope had been solved, he said, by $200 bonds.
lands and a relatively small amount
shipping bulky and
Odllng said that he was on the
mineral lands, all the rest la gracfreight by river and canal, while the dairy farm Sunday, when the two men ot
ing land.Costly freight went by rail. "We nev-tThey
him.
told
him that he
assaulted
The Inventory of the mineral rehear ot a freight blockade In was trespassing and "fired" him oft sources
ot
United States which .
'France, iBclglum or Germany,"' , he the place. They say that he called the section the
ot
under th
said. "In any freight blockade in them a name, whereupon, according chairmanship otminerals
Representative John .
the United States, he
asserted. to his story, they threw him down Dalsell of Pennsylvania, has made
probably there were three car loads and tied him hand and foot with during the summer and fall Is a
of the heavy, bulky kind to one of stout cords and carried him like a long list of waning supplies.
This
the less bulky
but costly kind. log to the dairy, where the daughters j wa8 En0wn by the report of the aec-"G!ven the canals and rlvera and of Mr Loudon made them release tton before
the Joint conservation.,
water routes," he said, "by which the him.
conference "which summarize
ti
bulky,
cumbersome
heavy
and
figures of the country's mineral
freights would be shipped, the situaSome of the main features
wealth.
tion In any freight blockade would be LAS VEGAS MAN WILL
of this reportwere aa follow;
once relieved and the recurrence of
Wliat We Have.
same
the
evil permanently prevented.
The mineral production of the UnitFIGHT
WITH
KENNEDY
was
true," he said "that If the
"It
ed States now exceeds $2 000.000.000
money was spent on the railroads
in value every year, and is second
tney could be so Increased In capacin,y t0
contribution
Arnu.gwl for Athletic to
ty as to meet the present needs, but Itawt Ha
f"rn'8h6
"r "atlona' wf?lth'
Sn.-ko- r
i
Club
lumber It.
that, he argued, would Involve an
j our light, heat and power, and aup- expense of five thousand million dols Per
of the freight trst- Bob Walker of Denver has signed l,lk'
nt
lars for immediate needs with no
of agreement to ' box Prof. fic of thB country.
guarantee for the future, whereas artlcles
Kennedy of the Albuquerque Athletic ' The waste in the mining and treat-clu- b,
h
or possibly
of
fifteen rounds, both men to ment of mineral substances during
that sum judiciously expended on the veigh In at HO pounds.
This will a year is equivalent to more than
rivers and harbors of the country and be the principal feature of the next three hundred million dollars.
In the construction
of
It Is estimated that the coal supsmoker of the Albuquerque
canals, would Bolve the problem. "Un- club and promises to be a bigAthletic
draw- ply of the United States is l,46S,S0v -der this system," he said, "the rail- ing card. Walker Is the boy who 000,000 tons and M the present rate
roads would be left to handle the boxed the soldier
during the tbls will be exhausted before the mid- high grade ..and costly freights, which fair. He has been here
Vegas for die of the next century. The known
Las
at
they can easily do. This would pay some time, and was induced to come
suppltes of petroleum and natural
them better and at the same time the here by Major Ruppe. Both men are a8 will not last beyond the middle
public, having the advantage ot both clever and considering the induce- - of the present century,
water and rail, would be properly ment that has been offered them, the
The damage on account of fires for
and promptly served." He disclaimed tout promises to be a good one. The 1D07 was $466,485,800.
that transportation rates In Europe next smoker will be held Saturday
At a-- reasonable estimate, probably
were higher than In the Unit- night. December IS.
more than one-ha- lf
the Insurance
'
ed States.
It was doubtless true,
of thr city water supply
three-fourt- hs
he said, that the rates enjoyed by the
charges,
and distribution
railroads for carrying the high priced THE PARK BOARD
of the fire department charges
s
and costly ' freights were somewhat
nml
of the fire losses,
higher In Europe than here, but he
or a total of $234 192 956 a year may
THANKS CITY COUNCIL be reasonably looked forward to as
raid that In Europe the bulky and
less valuable freights were hardly
a saving at such time as building concounted at all In railroad rate makstruction In the United States shall
ing or exercised any important influbecome as good or better than that
IIm-fuWill (all Mating or (UUu-nto
now found in European countries.
ence In railroad bookkeeping. On the
Work
the
to
whole, he said, and In the aggregate
liv IKhic.
the comparison
im overwhelmingly
At a meeting of the park commis- PROPERTY OWNFRS
favorable to the combined water and
rail system In Europe as contrasted sion this afternoon the recent action
il
system so largely ot the city council In appropriating
with the
TO DISCUSS SEWfH
$2,000 towards the purchaxe of a
prevailing in the United States.
Hiliyer cited many Illustra- l lock of ground for the enlargement
Mr.
tions of the costly process of railroad ot the Highland park, was considered .Melting Will
U
Held Tomorrow
transportation am furnlslilng a suffi- and a vote of thanks for the generMgtit at the jmnurol flub.
cient explanation of the need for In- ous action was unanimously passed.
A meeting of property owners and
land waterways as a means of forcing It was decided to proceed at once
with the Improvement of the plot of persons interested In a new sewer
cheaper freight rate.
ground thus secured. In order to ob- system for Albuquerque will be held
tain the views of the people most In- at the Commercial club tomorrow
TWO SAFE CRACKERS
terested in the new park, it nan re- evening at 6 o'clock. Mr. Bullock,
solved to call a meeting of the citi- representative
of
the construction
zens some evening next week for the company which proposes to build the
WERE SCARED AWAY purpose of dlKcussing the best plan system for the city, will be present
for utilizing the proposed park. It and prepared to answer any queswill be the endeavor of the park comtions that may be propounded to him
as regarding the proposed new sewer.
They Were
In tike Act, Hut mission to begin work as soon
possible so thst the ntcissai y
Mr. ilullock will also make a detall1
tnilNil WIMumt Leaving a
may be done before pl.iiitlng t xplauat on of fie plan on which hi
Traoe.
company
time arrives.
to build
prcr'-'the
The presence in the neighborhood
sewer.
IIAYTIAX HIJll I.S A!.:: HIT,
of a Santa F calUr foiled au atThii me.tlng Is ralle.l by the Corn,
tempt ti crack the safe of the Sut'apt Haytlen, Hayti.
There mercial club and should be largely
perior Planing mills at the corner of is a revolutionary outh-vaIn
attended.
The building of a sewer
Coal avenue and First street at 2:30
northern towns of the repuV o. system Is one of tbe m st Imports Ml
White-ajiK-- s
General Kohlllard has started for the questions before the property ownera
this jjjornlng. The caller,
by name, was riding past the scene of the disorders.
.
of Albuquer jut.
,
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The above notice was served on
the board of county commissi neia
In session y.sterday by atturmys representing the Hon. Slg GrunsfeM, assessor of Bernalillo county, who will
be remembered as one of the g.
whose names were signed t
a published statement
to the . ffect
that the entire Good Goverum lit
ticket was to str !! In favor of reduction In county salaries fat its
candidates were willing to be el eted
on

that

l.vue.

The above no iee Is a formal demand for tiie Insignificant sum of
$9.2iS.02 more ..r less, which the reform assess. ,r cliims as due him
1 rr ni
the emoluments of h s offiee
for 1907. and which represents
per ent of collect'oiis of the
county treasurer formerly paid the
as,sjrtU prf--per to thewaslast
cent
when
relume clje- (Cuutluaad so Fag

Four.)
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TOYS and DOLLS
and rvrrytltlrur fur ClirNtmas presents
Dolls, lc to $3.00.
Cups and saucers, fic to 5c
Poll carts, 10c to $1.75.
Wheelbarrows. SSc.
Chairs, 20c and 80c.
Folding tables, 7ic.
Express wagons, 35c to ii.00.
'
carts, 25c.
Fire engines, 10c, 11.75.
Tin toys. 5c to 76c.
Automobiles, 15c to 12.00.
Men's gloves. 10c to $1.50.
Women's glnvrs. 25c to $1.50.
Girls' glovfs, 15c to 50c.
Olrls' coats, $1.50 to 14.00.
Ladles' coats. $4.00 to 115.00.
Fur collars, $1.00 to $6.00.
Hoys' overcoats, $3.00 to $7.00.
Men's overeeRts. $5.00 to $12.00.
Handkerchiefs, 6c and up.
And hundreds of other suitable X mas
article at tlie

f

sniscnirTiox iiatks.
Oae year by nU In aUTitace
One rnonlli by nioil . . . .,
On month by carrier within city limit
Bntered as

$5.00
50
60

matter at the IostoiTtoe of Albuquerque, X,

second-clas- s

ander Act of Cong

M.,

Ma of March 3, 1870.

Hie only illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico
vertising medium of the Southwest.

aa-,-

the boat

ad-

AMirQrratQCK cminv isi
tiikTtw
kwlltifi Reimhlloan dally and

weekly newspaper of the Southwest.
The sxlvoeate of Ruiblican prlnciiles and tlie "Square Deal."

TK

It's the little thing that

counts.

AUWQCEItQUK CTT1ZRN HAS:
finest eqnlned Job department In New Mexico.
Tlie talott rr porta by Awaia4ed ITern aiul Auxiliary News Service.

rte

"WE

MEXICO"
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New

JLrlsona as separate states

tTfie

In

the Union.

Mexico and

Republican National Platform.

I

President and Statenood
In

Kid Say. shuffer. would ye mind taking me an' me lady
whirl In yer cart? I'm thinkin' of buyln' one Jest like it.

his message to the present session of Congress.

Therefore, the

Our

I

pleasing to the people of the Southwest.
"I advocate the admission of New Mexico and Arizona as states. This
should be done at the present session of Congress " was the way the president's message was worded, as told in the news columns of the Citizen last
evening.
Coupled with the fact that the president-elec- t.
Mr. Taft, and the members of the cabinet, together with nearly all of the most powerful members
of Congress have declared themselves In favor of statehood, the president's
message takes on new significance.
It Is well known to the people of New Mexico that the delegate, Governor Curry, Mr. Luna and other well known New Mexicans, are already In
the national capital doing everything In their power to secure statehood from
this session of Congress. They are sanguine of success and conditions at present are very favorable. It Is a good time now, to forget politics and every
resident of the Southwest should unite In working for admission to the Union.
The strong stand which the president has taken In his message wili
greatly add to our chances for admission at the short session and the Citizen
believes that we will be successful.

The mailer ui building an adequate sewer system for Albuquerque Is one
cannot longer be postponed. The only question Is as to the most advisable method of procedure. The city council and other city officials who
re charged with the duty, should give the question due consideration, but
the matter should not be delayed for long. There Is no question of politics
In thla proposition and it does not matter how the sewer system Is secured,
b that It Is done In a business like manner, with due economy and with ample accommodations for the needs of the people. The sewer system Is badly
needed and the delay will prove much more costly than proper sewerage In
the long run. Business and health both demand that the proposition be
taken up at the earliest possible moment and this paper hopes that the city
'Officials will proceed with all possible haste.
.Religious fanatics, known as "Holy Rollers," or Mine such a name,

kill-

er

The Boston Transcript comments upon statehood In the following unique
manner, which however, is interesting now that the question of a new name
for this territory has been suggested: If New Mexico with Arizona Is admitted under its present name there will be eight states with an Initial M and
eight iNs; the News and the Norths being chiefly responsible for the latter list.
There will also be four Wi, four Is. three Os, three As, three Cs, and two each
of Ks, Ts. Ss. and Vs. while the seven remaining letters of D, P, , U, G, F,
and L, will be represented by a state each.

The unknown citizens of Pine Bluffs, Ark., who went contrary to the federal government's orders and dynamited a government dyke In the Arkansas
river for the purpose of making a channel that would divert the water from
engulfing the city and wrecking untold damage to It, ought to be discovered

Sit Once and not for the nnrnniio nf rpnaitra nf niinlihniAnt
iai, 0 Kj,
Thav
made to stand out in the limelight of publicity so that a grateful people can
pin a lew medals on them.
1

PAY

BILLS

MA

L

EVERY

MOH
Railroads Will Not Have to
Walt for Tnelr Money After
February 1. 1909.

that

ed a policeman and seriously wounded several other officers in Kansas City
yesterday. In a return Are, the officers dangerously wounded one of the
leaders of the band and killed a young girt. Many things pass for religion
la these days, but the religion that goes armed with pistols. Is not one that
can be considered an eld to civilization. Religious freedom la undoubtedly
"the foundation of this 'country, but there should be some definition of religion in the exercise of such freedom and a
ought not to be the
chaiice of Its altar.

Washington, Dec.

9.
A new meth
to the railroads for
the transportation of malls is to be
come effective February 1, 1909. In-

od of payment

stead of payments for this service
quarterly, the roads are to be paid In
the same manner the government
discharges its other obligations, on.e
each month.
The eHtlmAterl rpvcniia rtaM the
roads for the year 1908 le $48,000,-- !
000. The new system will mean timt
$4,000,000" will be put Into circulation every month Instead of $12,000,-00- 0
every quarter. The payments
for 1909 will be on the same weight
basis as 1908.
Although the railroads have been
required to file with the postofflce
department their vouchers on which
the payments are made monthly, the
payments were made quarterly. The
new system will ave the roads a
great deal of labor, besides allowing
them the use of the money two
months sooner than was granted
them under the old system.
Some time ago the American railway association, through F. A. Delano, and the Hock
Island
road
through Guy Adams, superintendent
of mails, began a campaign for re- u. .1 ....uum. '

...r..l

'""
.cuo

tUl

UIC

tHUJHlS

maus.
Under section 1231 of the postal
laws payments were made quarterly
and that prevailed until the recent
order, (No. 663, was issued by the
postmaster general,
payallowing
ments to be made at the end of each
month.
The government receives preferred
servlee from the rnmla in the hand.
nng of mails, but the latter have
al ways been compelled to wait three
monthg for payment for that ser- 01

The Atchison, (Kan.) Globe declares that it does not cost much to live
well in Atchison. It says that an American man the other day had fried
hlcken and cream gravy, mashed potatoes, white bread and hot corn bread
with creamery butter for his lunch, and It only cost him twenty cents. A
man could have 'a meal like that any place for the same sum and less If his
neighbors were as careless In allowing their poultry to run around the streets
as are the Atchison folks.

The good government assessor, Mr. Slg Grunsfeld, apparently does not
think that . campaign pledge for reduced pay in the assessor's office Is
worth keeping. As a sample of good government. Mr. Grunsfeld will no
county, . it is understood
appeal
iu ..me voters oi uernamio
auuui
mat ne is viPP
.,
,
I
I
w.ft
1.1.
Illlc'
ins uim tto regarus lower county salaries.
in
"The government pays all of Its
bill everv month." said Suneriiitend- The police of Chicago have just discovered that flowers deposited on the ent Adams of the Rock Inland mail
graves in a large cemetery there after each funeral, are stolen and later dis- - eervlce upon his return from Wash-pose- d
of by street venders. Apparently, there is no form of cussedness which ington, "and the roads felt that they
Chicago has overlooked.
jtort w,.ri, ,.ntltlel, to monthly pay- I
ments
Rural free dellverv carrier
Professor E. A. Ross of the University of Wisconsin, declares that worn- - are paid monthly, with a small orlg- an is growing more dependent on man
say
mat tne great inal Investment, while the road
' sale to
majority of the women think otherwise. They appear to act that way any which represent an
Investment of
how.
millions have waited three months
for their reimbursement. This action
When you go calling nowadays and find an angry, tired looking woman of the postoiflc
department In grantt home viciously shoving a needle, you may know that the glad Christmas-tid- e ing
a change in the long existing
Is at hand and she is making presents for her friends.
method le very pleasing to the carriers, as. It shows a disposition
to
IParts has announced that President Castro will not be permitted to enter
the city limits. This is the first time on record when any one or anything
has been refused entrance into Paris.
I

1

I

(

With the approach of the holiday season, the Citizen desires to remind
is also Hearing its end and it's some time un-

Denver resents the imputation that she Is not metropolitan In barring
by passing an ordlnunce making it a misdemeanor to pasture
cows in the business section.
sky-scrape- rs

two-poun-

real-esta-

s.

Carnegie says that to die rich Is to die disgraced. Carnegie is quite
likely to be an awful disgrace to his family, under those circumstances.
up some
There were only twelve killed In football this year. Let us
tic sport for the future. Football is too tame.
midke much difference to people with good
but good climate in New Mexico is an aid to digestion.

Thus do we make progress.

As soon as a man Is married, people forget all about him and even quit
lie is sued for divorce.

talking about him, unless

The basketball team with thu prettiest girls, very seldom wins the game,
on Its side.

Kansas butter and Kansas egg are both
bard to determine which is more odiferous.

sold In Albuquerque and it is
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PLAKIN6

Sreet

Telnhone

Phono im
The Ctttaeai ts

hTHedly, bat Ukoroa.
if. m tbM all a4v
seats reeelte
as asssntfom.
worn

Wise

advertisers patron-Is- e
The CXtisea because
they know their
tisementa are
read at the borne tm tfca
evening, and if tbey are
offering something worthy
of attention, their ad has
accomplished Its misstoa.

and yo u " II! eat longer and live longer if you ejit h gh grade, nutritious
?u-a. Is lak'T
atr'ur bakery
We
f the very hest g ad of fl 'Ur,
and our brea !s are baked by the beet
process to Incure the highest nutrig rhlldren the'e s
tion. For
g oJ bread such a. !s
noth'rtg
baked at the

Pio. cer

MILl

Meat Market

F0URNELLE

Shop Corner Fourth SI. and Copper Aie.

I

Bakery,

207 South First St.

The CItlsen ha
given premiums
scrtbera, bat Is
to and paid for ' oa
news m r i ,
hat Its sabnerfbers bavv
money with whlctt to bay
abat they waat
legitimate m e r s h a i
These are the
The Ottlat-- n
Invites
your store

3 BiG BARGAINS
Business. Ranch and House.

ssnsa

...IvVkTSTISATtT...

rOH HKNT

Store Room,
vacant in

on Central Avenue
Xov ember.

FOB RLNT

1

tore room,

on First street.

Get a Travelers'
rvlieni and
Health Pulley. Mone in Loan.
m. l. aomrrr.
210 Booth Second Street.

z

CXXXXXXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Carpenter

and Builder

Ja

UP

5 r7

.

Cleans them

too as

every-

thing else.

call ao

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

. M.

UVKRV, SALE, FEED
't
TRANSFER STABLE
Horses and Mules bought
tJ ExDO YOUR FEET ACHE?
changed.
CTTT
BEST TURNOUTS IN TH
Do you want a pair of shoes, combining ease, comfort, that look drescy Seeond Street between Centi k. and
Copper Ave.
t M will give you tli worth of your
u oney in wear?
For women and
nvn. Call at the A. R. Shelton store,
Vl
60 YEARS'
i
W. Central Ave.
Open from
EXPERIENCE
80
p.
a. m. to 10
m. I solicit your
1.
patronage.

1
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Scientific American

handsomslr tllnntmt4 WMklf. Inrnwt ;i
of nr
Imirnal,
Bold by all nsfidatlwi.
retir i four months.
MUNrl & Co.36,8-'- New York

It

KILL the COUGH

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

run
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i zxfxr
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and are
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as
aaas-petito-

profiting by U. Do yoa
think conservative
teas men are
money where tbey are
not getting results T Get
in tlie swim and at
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yuti advertising

arisen r Your
are,

a nvrfcnsi turn din ft nit At ch and rtMcrtntton mav
quU'klr Mcerinln our opinion fte whdujw tut
Invention is pmnatHj nnteninMe. Comitiunlra.
coiiUdwitlal. HANUbUOft
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I'atenta taken thmuun aiuna
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The ClUsen emptors a
man whose tastaasa a Is
to look after your artw
Using
wants. Be wtl
write your copy If roa
wish. If not, be win sea
that yoar ads ara "set
up" to look their beat
aad he will attend to
them from day to day.
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psssi
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York, Dec. 9. Elks in New
THIRD STREET
York are to spend $1,000,000 on a
new clubhouse, hotel and theater, to
be erected at Forty-t:ilr- d
strei t anl
Sixtieth avenue. Work on the structure, which w.ll be bui:t by New All
Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meal
Yo:k !od?'! No.. 1, wll begin within
ttesua IssHMce Factory.
sixty days.
EMIL KLEIN WORT
The building, according to present
plans, will be twelve stories high and oOasouIo BnUtllng, North Tblr4
will be dedicated on Christmas eve,
1909. The chairman of the board of
trustees. In speaking of the project,
ED.
said:
"it is to be a general meeting place
for the 2".U.UO0 Elks who are r
of the United States, 10,000 of
whom live In the eltv of New York.
One hundred and twenty-fiv- e
rooms'
will be provided for local or transient
Elk., who will also have their own
theater, with a seating capacity of Jobbing Promptly Attended to
675, billiard rooms, bowling allys
and a huge' restaurant. The lodge Phones: Shop IOCS; Residence 562
room will have a seating capacl y of
ALBUQUERQUE,

a

saaa whesi Ms day's work
ts oae ask
at STATS
THERE. A
per Is atsaOT
dowa towm tor lbs
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rtedlr read.
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New

Medicine That Is Medicine.
"I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found
a remedy that
keeps me well, and that remedy I"
Electric Bitters; a medicine that is
medicine for stomach and liver troubles and for run down conditions."
says W. C. Klestlor, of Halllday, Ark.
Electric Bitters purify and enrich the
blood, tone up the nerves, and Impart vigor and energy to the weak.
Your money will be refunded If It
falls to help you. ,0c at all druggists.

oUvrel

11.10 to tt.00
Celebrated
Askew
Baddies
4.60 to 11.00
Our Harness and 8addles guaranteed
to be as good as is on the market
Parts of Harness kept In stock. Call
and see our stock before you buy.

South Fir

1,000."

Tbe Otasesi Is
paper. It is

Groceries

THIS OLDfcST MILL. IN THE CITY
Wlien In nevd of sun, door frames
Expect to Spend Million Dollars on
specialty. ' 40
etc Screen work
Structure to lie Finished Next

Year.

c

THE CHAMPION GROCERY GO.
Mmttmmeci Brom., Proprietor
Grocery wd feat Market.Stanle and Fmcj

Don't Forget The
LODGE

Why

New Canned Frnltj anil Vegetables.

Ftir Thul Dull Feeling After Eating.
I have used Chamberlain's Stomach
THOS. F. KELEHER
a:. J. Liver Tablets for some time, and
can testify that they have done me
West Railroad Avenue
408
more good than any tablets I have
evtr used. My trouble was a heavy
dull feeling after eating. David
Rio Grati.le Valley I And On,
Freeman, Kempt. Nova Scotia. These
tablets strengthen the stomach and
JOHN BORKADAILE
improve the digestion. They also regulate the llvtr and bowels. They are
far superior to pills but cost no more.
Real Estate and Investments
Get a free sample at any drug store
Colleect HruU of Ctly Kealtf
and see What a splendid medicine Offiiv. Ounier Tlilrd and Gold
A
'
hott Ms
Alhva.oeraaa, K.
NEW

te

Timrmm.

Horse Blanket
S 2.00
Lap Robe
8.00
Auto Robes, water.
proof.
Team Harness
It. 00
Double Buggy Harness
17.(0
Single surrey harness 17.00
Buggy harness
8.60
Express wagon har- -

up-to-dat- e,

Roosevelt may

but it always has the most rooters

PRICES

far-awa- y,

number of eastern school children met recently and formed a society

Police dogs are being added to the force In Washington.
now follow the hounds whenever he feelg like it.

LOWEST

to thi cily, is the COMING RESIDENCE SECTION: Don't forget that.
I will let Silver Avenue go, and it will be,
the finet street in the
new state, at the old prices. I have also 13 lots left on Central Avenue, and when
these two streets are sold out. Gold, Lead, Coal, Iron and Highland Avenues will
all be withdrawn from the market and many thousands of dollars will be expended
in grading, setting out trees, and installing one of the most complete and
little water plants in the southwest. If you wnt to make a few easy dollars,
or your wife a Christmas present that will mean something, get in quick on
some of this property.

The climate doesn't

.

Best Goods,

The Terrace Addition

more Interesting athli

of parents.

pn-slde-

Prices,

Will be a prosperous year for Albuquerque, and some present
values will double inside of twelve months.

Albuquerque candy dealers report a greatly Increased trade in
d
boxes of
Several engagements will likely be announcej shortly.

for the education

meet on common ground for a fairer
play than the old law presented."
The position of the roads is that
they are the very life of the postal
department. Inasmuch as the
city
carrier, carrying the mall to residence or commercial houses,
and
t.... luial delivery carrier, carrying
the mails to farmers, are dependent
en
railroad to bring to city or
station his supply of mail for delivery.
. nat the railroads should be care
ful in their rate advances
lest a
maximum rate law be enacted and
mm i:ie snippers ana carriers snouiu
work more in harmony, were the
opinions voiced by J. C. Lincoln,
of the National Industrial
Tialf.c league.

u

the young ladles that leap year
til another rolls around.

A

Have you ever tried an
ad In The Citizen's Classified Columns?

Reasons

RltUS

RAM BROOK
ItKNie 60S.

fren' fer a

em-

phatic statement which he made yesterday that he favored statehood at the
bands of the short session of Congress, was no surprise, although It was very

bon-bon-

Highland Livery

will go as
as a big one If It tells

far
a true tale persistently.

It has been known for many months that President Roosevelt would advocate the admission of New Mexico and Arisona to statehood as separate

atatea.

ad

HUIe

8omc

BUYERS' UNIOT
122 North Itemmd
VM. DOLDE, Prop.

A

NW

CASH

If the man hits the little
ball squarely and forcefully
he will make a long drive.

GOT TILE NEWS FIRST."

STATEHOOD FOR

,

PBICK
n.on.

i

is the Best
Advertising
Medium
in

soo

trial BorM. Frts
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTEED SATIS AUXOJ&Y
OR. MONET UBFUNPFD.

Albuquerque

ALBUQUERQUE UTT OJLU

ANCIENT

facts

nmm

Don't Work Your Darn Fool Head Off for
Wages All Your Life

PAPER

HAS MUCH OF
INTEREST

But Make Your Wages Earn You Something

Wommen Unearth Note by
Hunlng. Paper Money and
Copy of New Mexico Press.
Workmen who were tearing down
the
An old adobe houae adjoining
postofflce In Old Albuquerque yesterday, unearthed a tin can, whlc.i
was Imbedded In the walls of the
structure. The can was found to contain a copy of the New Mexico Press,
newspaper published at Albuquerque, bearing the date of August 31),
1864, a note signed by F. and S. Hunlng, a one dollar bill of the date of
around
1862, which was wrapped
paper bill' of the denominations of
e
twenty-fivand fifty cents.
five, ten,
The note was written on light,
blue ruled paper In a perfectly legible hand, and says:
"AugUHt 81st, 1864.
Fourth year
of the American civil war. General
Grant trying to take Petersburg and
Richmond. Oold at 260 per cent. Indians on the Santa Fe road to the
states very hostile. We built this
house and the steam mill In Rancho
Seco at the same time."
The house where the can was
found served both as a residence and
tore and In It frani Hunlng conducted a, store for more than forty
years. The ruins of the mill referred
to In the' note can still be aeen on
"West Central avenue.
The note, paper and money are In
the possession of Charles Mann, postmaster at Old Albuquerque, where
tnany have Inspected them.
The old newspaper, however. Is of
the greatest Interest. It is Vol.2,
Press,
No. 33 of the New Mexico
dated Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Tuesday, August 30. 1864. Hezekiah
6. Johnson, proprietor and editor.
The paper is 13 'by 9 and one half
Inches In size, four pages, three columns to the page. It Is printed with
Very fine type. A year"s subscription
rates
cost 13 and the advertising
were $75 for one column, one year,
or $40 for & half column, one year.
Apparently Mr. Johnson had as
much difficulty collecting subscriptions for a newspaper In 1864 as
newspapers do now, for at the top of
his editorial column he says:
"As the proprietor has not time to
write dunning letters and cannot afford the expense of a dunning tour
over the territory, subscriptions and
renewals must be paid In advance."
is entitled
The leading editorial
"Plain Talk" and the editor Bcores
the governor of the territory In a
lengthy article, saying In part:
"The arrival of each mall brings
news of animals being driven off by
Indians from trains en route to this
territory and of persons going to the
states or returning thence, slaughtered. From Kansas newspapers we
learn that the people of that state
are not exempt from Indian hostilities; but we also learn from the
same source that the people of that
state are taking measures to defend
themselves and to drive the Indians
Driven from
from their borders.
victimize
Kansas the Indians will
New Mexico as past experience has
taught them that tney are not sj apt
from the
to meet with resistance
people of the territory as from that
of Colorado; and while plundering
us is much less risky than plundering Colorado, It Is much more profitable.
"We speak thus for the reason that
t the time of writing, our execut ve
appears to be making no preparation
for the defense of the territory."
The editorial continues in the same
strain, calling attention to the fact
that although a regiment of 3.000
men was promised, no proclamation
creating It has been Issued. The editor says:
"Perhaps the Santa Fe Gazette
(the civil and military organ) may
call this hectoring and abusing the
very governor who made us a colonel, nevertheless we mu-- t be excused
for speaking plainly of his excellency
when our uutles as a journalist and
the sufferings of the territory require
us to let the authorities at Washington .know that he Is but a man of
straw, without parallel, save Pantho

Panza."

The paper tells of the departure of
Captain David H. Urotherion with
his company, K of the Fifth U. tS.
for jSauta Fe, and says: "Captain H. bears with him the sincere
regrets of most of our citizens at the
separation."
Attention is called to the advertisement of Utrachan and company, and
a personal tells of the departure of
de
1A. Edmund Butler for Bosque
los Plnos.
Under the head of "Indian Campaign" it is stated
that
Major Cpdegraf, L'. S. A. has gone
on a campaign againjit the Indians
comof the plains with several
panies."
the
L'ndcr the heading:
"From
ritates," appears:
"Reports aie that that the fleet In
Mobile bay has been destroyed and
the city taken. Also, th:it Geneial
Key has cleaned western Virginia of
rebels. He will be a good key if he
out. A terrific light had
keeps tht-occurred at Petersburg in which the
rebel. were repulsed. August 7 Aver-il- l
routed the combined forces of
Mct'ausland, Johnston, Gilmore and
MGII1, captured all their artillery,
400 horses, 428 prisoners.
Our loss
was 7 killed, 21 wounded. McCaus-lanwith his demoralized command
Sherman
mountains.
fled to the
holds his own at Atlanta, where he
ha erected field works. The governor of Colorado has been authorized
to raise a regiment, cavalry or Infantry, of 100 daymea to fight the
.Indians."
wai
The feast of 6L 'Augujtine
d,

Four years ago I sold 1,000 city lots for a sum total of $124,000 or
an average of $124 a lot
Vj.

.

These same lots today, unimproved, cannot be bought for less than
$500,000, or an average of $500 per lot
have thirty aO foot lots in the Eastern Addition, including ten corners, which I will sell
at original plat prices, at from $15o to $2oo each 4 down, balance $5 a month. No taxes
I still

1--

It's the poor man's way to make money while he sleeps
Can't Run Away, Burn Up or be Stolen

&!!!'d

D.

Is
1--

2

EC.

B. SELLERS Owner SStfflr
-

PRICE

I have for sale on consignment 50 pair of white and black

check all wool double bed blankets. Former price $12
204 Gold Avenue

celebrated at Isleta, last Sunday, the Informed that they can have their
paper says, and "we are Informed job printing done at the job printing
that Stephen Stanly, having difficulty of the Rio Abajo Weekly Press, unwith an Indian, drew his pistol and der the Immediate supervision of the
fired sfveral Bhots, killing one and ' proprietor, who Is a practical book
wounding two disinterested parties.' and Job printer."
The advertisement of probably the
A party of Pueblos pursued Stanly
to the river, but being better mount- greatest Interest, follows:
The mail
"Attention Travelers.
ed than they he made his escape."
"from Arizona," is a story telling route from El Paeo to Kansas City
of the return of Mr. George Blake ' via Santa Fe has been recently fitted
from Arizona, via Fort Wingate. Mr. up with new and comfortable coachBlake spoke highly of the mineral es and fresh animals and now afand agricultural resources of Ari- fords a speedy and pleasant trip to
are assured
the states. Travelers
zona.
"More Indian Depredations" tells that ,this route Is prrfrct'y saf, eruoh
Ar- - precautions having been taken by the
of the arrival of Mr. Perfecto
Armljo military that there is now no danger
Mr.
mijo from the states..
saya that Indians ran off 110 head of to be apprehended from either Inmules fr m hi father's train near dians or guerillas. Each coach will
Cedar Springs and left him without be In charge of a careful and atmeans of bringing on the wagons. "At tentive conductor who will make it
his special business to care for the
the present price of mules Judge
comfort of passengers. We have esloss is $15,000," says the
tablished a line of express in connecwith the United States Express
"Mr. John U Waters, of Fort Win- - , tion
City, Mo., and
gate, was In town last week after company at Kansas
can forward money or small packgoods for that market, as well as the ages
to any part of the United States.
Is
amuse.ni nLs of the metropolis,"
David R. Know, general agent. M. I
another personal paragraph.
Byers, agent at Santa Fe."
Good adv.ee is given thus: "If you
have a private quarrel and Wish to
f 'ol of yourself, publish CHURCHES 10 PREVENT
make a
all about it."
New
York
A clipping from the
WARS OF NATIONS
World tel.u of "Same of Lee's
while correspondence
from the Huston Journal tells "i.os-l- p
About General Grant," In which Council a PluUulclphla Hear. Itcport
the general says there are only two
of CofiiiiLttcoi on International
political parties in the country, those
Relation.
supporting the Union and those
against it.
Dec. S. The comAbout half of the paper is in SpanPhiladelphia,
ish.
Advertisements are carried for mittee on international relations yesStrachan and company, who seemed terday reported the federal council
to carry about everything needed by of the Churches of Christ, recomman; a notice of dissolution of the mending that the churches take an
partnership between H. Meyers and active part in settling dlsput s b.
Henry August; an ad for H, L'ohn, tween nations.
The report saya in
dry g.iods, boots and shoes; a cloth- part:
ing ad for Brown and IeGreek, sucThe committee recommends:
cessors to Wm. F. ICnder. and com1.
That the federal council depany; notice of a sale of 2,390 clare it. conviction that war is ev I.
French muskets and 100.000 ball and Christian nations should report
cartridges at Ias Cruces, by the ord- to arbitration in case of international
nance department, signed by W. It. difficulties.
Shoemaker, M. S. K., Fort I'nion DeThat It favors the creation of tn
pot; an announcement that W. H. International court of arbitral jusHenri, Esq., will be a candidate to tice.
represent (Bernalillo county In the
3.
That it is opposed to increase
next legislature and his friends solicit of armaments.
4.
for him the suffrages of hU fellow
That It learns to its satisfaction
citizens.
of the negotiations of treaties of arA
notice signed by M. Werner, bitration between the United States
postmaster, says that the mails and some nations, hopes that other
close for Santa Fe and the states treaties may be negotiated and that
Tuesday at 4 o'clock and for Me.lllu their existence be no longer limited
on Saturday at t o'clock. X. T.
and Co. advertise that Several
Just received, one shipment of rock-er- a
small boxes left at their store In
for the holiday trad, with others
Helen, directed to Charles Hopping, to follow. Don't fall to see them benust be called for or they will be
fore purchasing. Select now and w.
posed of according to law. Maurice will keep them until Christmas.
"ichwarzhopf advertises as a bookFurniture company, west end
keeper and translator and Santiago of viaduct.
-.
Hubbell advertises as I'nlled States
Claim agent, office at the residence
The rMtnn sr. ao r anac KfHHJP
of Dona Mariana Sarraclno. M. Miller rM
4o It UT'
nrl I
advertises that he has a good supply
n 1 at
p"lre jo c n not afford to
on
of Kanta Fe lager beer always
I' nre a' how.
a
hand, also other good liquor. The
lMi?Hltl l.frlHY.
Rio Abajo Weekly Press advertise.
sect,
Irrespective
persons
of
work I. RIGHT In every de- Our
"all
that
iiubb. Laundry Co.
condition or politics, are respoctfully
'

Ar-mij-

DisaJ-advantagi-
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Ar-mi- jo
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JUST RECEIVED ON CONSIGNMENT

$3,000 Worth

Navajo

Blankets

Just from the Reservation to be sold at Reservation Prices

MY PRICE Q6.00
D. K. B. SELLERS,

A-

Albuquerque

D. K. B. SELLERS,

to explain. That 418,000 voters pay
no taxes Is, however, a matter needANTI-TRUing explanation, especially as this
ST
condition Increases the amount paid
by tax paying voters by more than 200
per cent. The present average tax
for
in this city is $603 per capita,
those who pay It, while If distributed
among all voters It would average
only $177 apiece. In any event, howto
ever, the total, which amounts
$120,000,000 annually, must be collected and the fact that only one out
of three voters contribute to It merely KPrves to give Ts'ew TorK one of
the highest tax rates In the world. In
this tax situation Is found the chief
of the fact that New York
Less Opposition to explanation
There
Is the most expensive city to live In
In the United States.
When the fact
Big Corporations Through'
U taken Into consideration
that a
payers
large number of tax
are womout the Country.
vote, the average
en who cannot
amount of taxes paid by each voter
very
New York, Dec. 9. Representa- approaches the $700 mark, a
tidy sum even for New York.
tives of the big corporations here proTo Teach Women.
fess to see In recent events signs of
The first school of Its kind one
a recession In various directions In the which will
enable women to earn
wave of antirtrust feeling that has their living In a specialized field, has
swept over the country during the just been started here. New York has
past few years and has led to the en- already had various courses of Inactment of laws which the corpora- struction for the fair sex ranging from
tions declare have made It Impossible those which through culinary educafor them to do business In certain tion and Initiation Into the mysteries
states. While they are ready to d- - of babies, radiators,
furnaces and
mit that corporate business in the finances were calculated to enable a
Is
be
strictmore
future
certain to
far
woman to make a model wife for
ly regulated than It was done In the mere man, to those which through
beginning of the recent movement for higher courses of learning aimed to
legal supervision, they are encour- - enable her to supplant him In the
aged to believe that the extreme feat- - ' commercial field. The new course,
ures of what they designate as op- -, however, which Is being carried on
presslve legislation re likely to be fat the city's high schools, alms only
gradually modified, in application at to make woman proficient In her own
least. A. an illustration of this mod- field particularly as a saleswoman.
erating tendency they point to the The course, which lasts nine months,
recent readmisslon
into Texas of is largely mado up of laboratory
Swift & Co.. the meat packers, who work, that Is, practical instruction In
had been barred from the state fori the art of selling anything, from pins
more than n year. To be sure the to pHnos. To the student making the
application for reudm.ssion was made largest sales a special degree will be
under a Delaware charter, supported given, while all who complete the
by an affidavit that the company was course will get diplomas.
A numnot a member of a trust and accompanied
stores
ber of the large department
by the payment of a fine. At have promised to employ the gradthe same time, however, the finan- uates and the popularity of this novel
ciers point knowingly to the fact that line of education s shown by the fact
so far as announced there has been that the age of pupils already enno change in the directorate of the rolled runs from 14 years, the minXational Packing company, In which imum to 86. The lone student of
the Swifts as well as the other big the latter age is preparing to sell false
Chicago Interests ordinarily grouped hair.
under the general designation of the
beef trust figure. The developments
In this direction are being
watched
with Interest by the big insurance
companies, the farm machinery comjonb uuijd6 IU.aj
bination and others who have found
themselves deprived of an important
field by the operation of the Texas
laws.
jsaBuoi sit?3M
Koint- lH4ai.
)i dsrurcaq pua
The recent registration
for the
presidential election, together with
3U1) SUlBff 31) ie
the compiling of the tax list, have
revealed a"ine curious discrepancies
and facts here. As a result of an
analysis of these figures the city fathPUB
ers ore considerably mixed, for while
the rolls show 618,000 voters, the
tax list numbers only 200,000 names.
In other words, less than one voter
out of three and less than one out
of every twenty of the entire population 1. a tax payer, though why this
should be no one ha yet been able

204 Gold, Avenue

Albuquerque

WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

SAY

THE

BANK OF COMMERCE

IN

OF 1LBUQDERQUK. N M.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
and Solicit Nw Accounts

OAPITAJU S150.000

h

:

and director

orricmma

SOLOMON LUNA, President
W S. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
William Mcintosh.
J. C. Haldridge,
A. M. Blackwt I.
O. E. CromwelL

ilbnqnerqne Foundry and Machii

i
X

Works

R. P. IIA1X. Pronrtma.
Palleya, Grade Bar., Babbitt Metal; Column, and iim
Bui id inn.
Ir.n and Bras. Caatlnga; Or., Coal and Lumbar Car; tXafUBC.
K.patr of Mining and Mill Machinery a Bdmuuts.
Foundry KmM. Side of ltUrud Track.
AlbiMiaora, U. IC.

THE STORY

I

OF

"The Vacant House"
OR FURNISHED

ROOM

If told in our want columns will

quickly bring jou a tenant
We will tell th st ry for

ou

One time for 25 cents
Three time for 35 cen
Six timet for 50 cents
We assure you that your s'ry
will be read uid your want r
for wi- are gelting yon J
for tores of people da ly.
-

re-su- its

--

THE CITIZEN
PHONE
4

12

1

SEEBUQUEEQUE

H. COHEN

Amusements

Buy

ana Hell all kind of
ona nana Clothing,

CITIZEN.

VMXrIAY,

corner of Fifth and Ooig. Al V charter member and old Royal Neighbors
are espeqlally reve sted, to be prea- -

omommcymomcmcymcmcmomomcmcmmcmc
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ATTENTION
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The fotlowlag ofllcerit,were elected,
by the Modern Brotherhood of America: at the regular meHtlng Monday
Alt Work Guaranteed
The funeral of Mrs. E. F. Atkins, evening: W. C. Cestrlch, president;
Cleaning and Prennr and Steam Work
Monday,
last
who
Cruees
died at Las
of all kind at Reasonable t rices.
Mrs. Hose Haute,
president; Miss
o'clock Mabel Spauldlng. vice
was held this morning at
chaplain;
Charles
Conception
Immaculate
from the
B. Bennington, secretary; John Haute,
Goods called for and delivered.
officiatM.
A.
Mandalarl
church, Rev.
reasurer; Alex Craig, conductor;
121 N. Third St,
Telephone 1191. ing. Interment
was made at 'Santa W
V. WcCormlck physician;
Mrs.
Earljara' cemetery.
I
Kate BuYrdnghs, watchman; William
A regular meeting of the Elks will
Holers, ;entlnel; W. U. Orlmmer, 8.
be held this evening and as there Is J.' firack - and D. H. Klmmel, trusbusiness of Importance to be trans- tees.
Deputy United States Marshal Benacted as well as initiation of candiWe are Just In receipt a Carload of Ammunition, and
;
date., all members are urgently re- son' Newell will have 'omnrrnw for
quested to be present. The usual Oolden, Colo., with Pablo Labadlc, a
are now prepared to fill your orders for
r
j
banquet will be held after initiation. 18 year old boy of Alamognrdo, who
Mrs. Temple's Telegram" was one has been sentenced to a year In the
for stealing a Utter con-a- t
J 412 West Central Ave. i of the cleverest fares comedies seen reformatory
money. The hoy was
d
taining
The
sasoh.
Elks'
this
theater
the
:
phone ei
term . of
performance was better than t tenced at' the (November
-'
the first. The actors took advantage United States court at AlamogordJ.
of every possible opening to locallza His father was a mall carrier. LaCONSOLIDATED LIQUOR COMPANY the wit and humor with which the badle was brought here Sunday and
lines were filled. The house was has been stopping at the homo wwait-smal- l,
Successors to Mellnl A Eakln
Ing his transfer to Oolden.
but appreciative.
and Bachechl A Oloml
Word received from A. L. Itlch-vlu- e
D. D. Bronson, of the forestry ser- WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
with headquarters In this city, mond of the New Mexico Central
returned this morning from a trip Railroad company, who Is now In
WINES, LIQUORS and CIGARS
states that a gang of laborthrough Arliona In the Interests of
We handle everything- In our line. the forestry
Through ers is now hard at work laying rails
department.
Writs for Illustrated Catalogue and the recent change In this department on the line from Moriarty to the HaPrice List, Issued to dealers only.
san coal fields. The work at MoIn this city. Mr. Bronson was proTelephone 11$.
moted to a higher position and will riarty was started last Monday and
a large stretch of track has been
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER.
leave, for Washington, D. C.,' In th
lata toward itagan. Thougn it was
near future.
The horse and buggy stolen Run-da- y the intention of Mr Richmond and
night from A. Farah, the First W. S. Hopewell to return to the city
WHITE HOUSE
street merchant, was recovered by the today, they will be unable to return
GRUNSFf 10 ASKS
police yesterday In Barelas, and Fran- before Friday.
For Important theatrical attractcisco Lueern of Barelas, wae bound
a
over to the grand Jury In Judge ion's, for Which there will b
charged with the theft. scramble for seats, the ticket buyers
court.,
Craig's
S.
209
PERCENT NOW
St.
You Ought to
The rig was taken from In front of will have to go to the box office at
i
get
to
tickets.
their
theater
recovered,
the.Rlks'
When
Mr. Farah's store.
This 'as announced this morning by
See What a
the buggy was badly damaged.
MEALS AND LUNCHES
iN'otlce to all Royal Neighbors of Manager Matron and will he Inau(Continued
Pane
UneJ
from
District Deputy Supreme gurated at the opening of the sal of
America:
Oracle, Laura F. Mellims, will or- tickets to "The Clansman." 'which
The half in counties of class A, of which
ganize a R'l.val Neighbor camp on wl'l begin Saturday morning.
Come in the eating's fiae
Thursday night, December 10, at 8 lot 'jy if the theater will be opened Bernalillo county is one.
This reduction was made by the
No Fancy Price Hero X o'clock n. m.. In the Knights of at 7 o'clock. The box office will
Pythias hall In the Elks' building, open at 7 o'clock and remain open last legislature because the people of
' until
10. when the ticket rack wlil Bernalillo county aiked for it anJ
be moved to Matson's book store.
the members of the 1.
. because
.
. ..
bel.eved that In some of the
ii j- 'j ij i ui'K linn ml incline Kruill- Ing him the privilege of the pleasure- - wealthier counties, the income tj ofwe have
able thoroughfares of Albuquerque, ficeholders was" much larger than the
? ou had better get n tag or else keep service they returned the people.
Mm locked up. George Washington
It Is understood that it Mr. Gruna-fel- d
Ls not paid as per his request he
Ward Is going to build a new bog
pound and begin a campaign that may will bring action against the county
exterminate a large part of Albuquer-mie'- s and to set aside the present law,
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
Special Sale on Carriages,
canine population.
The old which, It Is understood, he maintains
pound on First street Is to be aban- ls not constitutional.
Saddles, Lap Robes and
doned. It will hold dogs, but some
During his tenure of office, It
Horse Blankets ontil
contemptible curs." according to Mr. said, Mr. Grunsfeld has not drawn
Capital and
2 Ward have several times broken It the pay allowed him by the law,
Christmas.
open and released the animals
In
which may or may not Indicate that
T carcerated
therein, incurring a great for some time he haa thought of
loss. The new pound will be locat- bringing such action.
J. KOPB R & CO.
ed In a central place, where It can be
The 19,288.02, it la understood, rep214 N. Second St.
watched.
resents only the assessor's claim for
The series of races at the rink are the year 1S07. If this Ls true, tne
proving to be very pleasing attrac- - amount which he would also claim
ON
SAYINGS
ALLOWED
DEPOSITS
INTEREST
tions as a good sized crowd was there for 1908 would undoubtedly be con- iusi nigm 10 wuness me second race giderabiy. In excess of that amount
of the series. In this race were j making a total sum of probably noi.
THE
three entries. Rouse of Portland, less than $20,000.
end Letarte and Wlckam of this city, j while no notice has been served
and It was decidedly close and Inter-- I
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
estlng. SO Close, in fact, the judges rennrteil that another eonntv officer.
had td 'call It a tie between Rouse ., ni
m Arin
the
,,. nn.r.d
. inner
and Wlckam, litarte being well up ;.-- .,
i,.,i
UuiDei, Glass, Centanhasd Rax Flintiest Rooting
mmr
toward the front, despite the fact he ,,aiarlea, will watch the outcome of
.,
fell once which caused him to lose
.
r..i
.i
.ik nnui,i- - First and Marquette some time, and a great many who saw ;rabIe lnterirt and will likely make
Alboqoerqae, New Mtxtt-- o
the race last night think Letarte will,glrallar demands in the event that the
,
win In tonight's race. The entire bill -- ooa
U makes no difference to us whether your bill of mahi moving piuiurea 01 lasx nigni will
terial be for a chicken coop or the largest building in
promisi s rwaaxymcmnmomcmomamamorro mcmomomomomomcmcnmcmcmcmom
The. suit, if It Is brought,
tkl.. t'A
uiraruirii llllllKlll, IIIClUQinr inei.LU- vh 111 te rtH .111 s, unit.. puoiuijr
the country, we are prepared to iurmsh tb same at
beautiful love story told with
taxpayers
of the
for
the
well
is
lowest prices Our lumber
seasoned, which
county,
In this picture being one
scene.
of
rriakis it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
who
Thu county commissioners,
the most realistic ever produced in
had heard of the contemplated ac'the lumber you have betn bujing. Tr us.
moving picture.
tion,' denied the request of the as
sessor and ottered him the two per
SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
cent due him under the present law,
itLtSHAPH'.C MARKETS
which provides that the sum shall
FIRST STREET.
South of Viaduct,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
not exceed $4,500 a year.
This action by the commissioners
hK'Iu-r- .
M. L,uis, Dec. 9.- dull, is taken to mean that they will per
N. M.
mit the assessor to bring suit and
$0.00.
that the county will resist his efforts
to collect the four per cent.
The Mcials.
g
Xe'w York, Dec. 9.
The action of the assessor in
weak,
Lend
$4.22 'a Hi 27 Hi ; copper
the pledge which was prob-ibi- y
HWtil4Vii
alone reepimslble for his eh-csilver 49.
tion, has provoked severe criticism
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
" on all sides today.
.Money.
New York. Dee. 9. Money on call
The Journal-Democrwhich ha'
ea.y, 2'a21j per cent; prime mer- heretofore been one of his most
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
cantile paper 314 0 3'a per ctnt.
supporters,
to
attempted
staunch
sidestep the affair by a lengthy ex
Wool.
St.
LouU
planation. In which It assured the 9omomomumxjmuKjtKjmKjm.mjmo m cwoskjcc;
H
Ave.
St. 'Loul. Dec. 9. Wool string. public
that It was deeply grieved.
Territory and western mediums 17W
In view of the
attitude
22o; tine medium lUiiilTc; tine, 12't
luce the law was passed f- llJwed y
14e.
his defeat for renominating his ac
tion was not unexpected but It must
SUH-Ube admitted that he has left a num
Amalgamated Copper
84
of his fellow reformers In em
;
Atchison
984 ber
,
pfd
102 '' barrassing positions.
The affair is principally Interesting
1
7 4i
New York Central
at this time from the standpoint of
130:S
re
Southern Pacific
120 '6 the sincerity displayed In the late
form movement for revenue only.
Union Paeitlc
183
V. S. St.el
56
The chief feature of the local cam
pfd
113Hj paign
of two years ago was a publish
ed statement bearing the namee of all
Provisions
Chicago, Dec. 9. Cli lng quota- - the Independent candidates to the
SITT
SI II UTS
l'M)EIlWKn
effect that they pledged themselves
tions:
Among
(.LOVKS
HAXDKtaUHIFJ'S
Wheat Dec. 1.02 K; May 1.07 . to reduce county salaries. p. edge
signed
as
to
the
names
the
HOVSK
CXAT
Dec.
May
Corn
62iii-OatiiosiritY
mix
by the Journal-Democpublished
May
Dec.
53
ItOlfK
60V4
HATH
H.
Sl'SPKXDKKS
MIFn.KK
Pigfried Oruns-felSelect
of
Poi k Dec $14.40; May
16.15fr was that of Assessor
NIGHT IUM5K
l'MHHIUX1.
ties, inc., inc.
relative of County Commission16.17.
er Alfred Grunsfeld,
I.ard Dec $9.37'i May $9.41
Wluii to give HIM for CltriHtuiad Is a problem we solve many
The Republican majority in the
9.4.'..
times a day.
last legislature passed a bill for the
Ribs Jan. $S.25; May $8.
Uur store being headquarters for Men's tilings, the question la
reduction of county salaries, In whl h
very easily aiiKuenvd. For men, both okl and young, great and amall,
the counties were claslned and the
CliliitKO l.ltciM'k.
we've Ideal (rifts Just the witt or gifta tint wUl be appreciated thei
9.
Chicago, Dec.
13,000. reductions made proportionately beCattle
most, after t'lirlhtniuu U over.
Steady to
lower. Reeves $4.40(11 cause of the difference In the taxa$ 3.40 '! 4.30 ;
7.70; Texans
western tion of the various counties. BernaPut up in FANCY LINED BOXES
$3.40 41 5. 6j; stoekera
From our stjek of Men's excellent
feeders lillo county was in the classification
and
$2.6i)Di 4X0; cows and heif. rs $1.501( "A" and the reduction- In the fees of
Very SUITABLE for a Gift
(larmentH, correct Head wear and
the assessor's office amounted to two
5.00; calves $6.00 r 8.25.
choice Haberdashery the mwt appro-- I
Sheep
Steady. per cent, which was a reduction of
receipts
22.000.
rlate Christmas gifts, It is possible
Western $2. 504.70; yearlings $4 25 one half. Mr. Gruhnfeld by his action
or a "UNIVERSAL"
upon
I'd 3.10;
has set aside the platform
to make, can be chosen,
western lambs $4.25''i 8.75.
which he was elected and without
Kansas t'lty Livestock.
which he probably would not have
early, vtliilo Uie picking Is tlio best, 1W- -.
Make your
Kansas City. Dec. 9. ( atlle re- been elected.
ter iimv tlmn biter.
S,
imio. iSteady to weak. Southceipt
Vou'll Qntl our prlc no barrier to clkoobing exactly wliat you'd
ern. steers $3 3pffi5.50; southern cows
PTT.ES CTTtFD fV TO J4 DAYS
like to tfve UtJtt."
$2.25i4.o; (tuckers and feeder PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed m
$3.(0fr5.00; bulls $ 2.40 ii 4.00: calve cure any case of Itching. Blind, Bleed.
The PERFECT CoffeeMaker
$3.501 6 50; western steers $3.751 Ing or Protruding Piles In t to 14 days
i.50; western cows $2.75 'ti 4.50.
or money refunded.
lOo
Hog receipts 17.000. Strong to 5C
o
higher. Hulk 'of sales $5.101 5.60
IXMt S.UJ3.
paeki-rheavy $5.50fi 5.70;
Horses, cows, burros, mule?, sheep
and
butchers $5 ?Ji 5.60; . i;iht ,5,0'-- i or any livestock, at 200 North nroad
way.
5.35: pips $:t,50i 4.75
Sheep
' you want a goo I Jtil o(
115-11- 7
tons $4.00'.r 5.00; lulnb" 1 4 5 ft
N. FIRST STREET
W
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
range wetheiw $S.S0 tr 5.65 ; ltd ewes liorwoJHK-tiitry the 1. X. L shoe
4 50.
2. 50
ing forge. SIS West Ciiht.

HUNTERS!
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COLOMBO

Standard

.

.0

THEATER
Mir.

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

Mgr.

W. II.

Admission 10c

E

i

5
g

EXCLUSIVE
DOVREY SKIN.
A

root

mjck.
for
WITH THK

w film service to

j

direct from factory.
- M r
iia
"

-

'

,

"

MNs Jennie Craig, Pianist.
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SEE OUR ASSORTMENT AND GET OUR PRICES

I

I

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.

begin

Pictures

wusiraiea ions
f
Mr. Ilanlort '

1?

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

-

rmsn (om;)

Friday or Katarday.

Shot Gun Shells

'

y,

CKKMtt.
OArOUT
ttEKCLT OK EATING HOUSE

Dtx?

RIDING SADDLES

RESTAURANT!

4

rirtt

ROLLER SKATING RINK

Fine

Saddle

re

MONTEZUMA

Moving Picture Performanca

Begins

.

at

8 o'clock.

TRUST

CO.

ti

T

1

for

1

Surplus. $100,000

TONU.HT
"A nrSTtANWS IlEVEXGK."
"SALT 1U IT."
"KOMANCE.
OF TUK Old)
MUX."
A iAin
KIDS."

or

ox3eoooooooooDeo(

ILLCSTRATED SONGS
Mr. .1. Itoexli, Baritone.
'
RACING.

Albuquerque Lumber Co

.,.

Elks' Theater

T
: Monday

X

II

X

-

ECONOMY

--

11

Firs t Na tional
Bank

Fl8 r

TRANSCONTINENTAL
'
TOUK OF
GKtATEST
AMEfcU't
,

X

,

theatrical triuifh

I THE
1

uLANSMAN

i

ALBUQUERQUE,

FOURTH 8EA9)ON

,

T Dramatized by Thomas Dlrnn,
X
Jr from ha two famous
novels "The Clansman"
T and "The Ieopurd'a Spots"

H. COX, The Plumber

vio-atin-

Capital ana
Surplus

-

.

Direction of George II. ltreiiiian
Complete New York lrotluction

United States
Depository

at

Company of J5 and Troop of
Cavalry Horses. Witnessed by
more thaa
4,000,000

LUMBER

,. ..f,.i

'

Only
z

;

IN

!

Dec. 14

rlght

Ona

5

-

nom

Phone 1020

th eaten goers.

75c. $1.00. $1.50. $2.00.
Price
Sale opcivi at UHVlrr box
at H o'clock Maturday,
12. After 10 o'clock Hale at
MalHon's book store.

!.
of-O-

706

$250,000

est Central

Merry Christmas

Practical

'.

Holiday

Gifts

1

Suggestions for "Him"

COLUMBUS

For the MOTHER or WIFE

HOTEL
ox

Cmrmo

mm4

ovi:it.T

mt

Gold

58;

nt

One

d,

HOMC COOKING
Particular peop.e have been
pleased wii! ( olutobus Meals for
many years. Hare you tried ihemf

Montezuma

and

Grocery

Liquor C mpany

Goppor and Third
All Kinds

f

Gccelts aid

Liquors

litporttd cnJ roaestic
Specialty of Lucea Pure Olive Oil.
liquor bv the Gallon or liottle.
Family Trade ioliuited,

t

2

SiTISFAllCN GUARANTEED
Call Phone or ktnd for Solicitor.

Z

PHOHE 102B

lc

:

Coffee

M. MANDELL

Percolator

RAABE & MAUGER

s

'.?

iS-- i0

to

Our

Carving Sets

E Mcallent Uervlco

tt

s

tii

g

M

i

i

Wednesday. nCKMnr.r.

.

PACK

ALBUQOEKQtTE CITIZEN.

.

FITS.

HSR HAT CAUSED
tf

.v 1.

I

Ami

'At--

fv

HER-fRIEK-

molrliu

They IVm't KpLak Rut Site
t Kikm lUmly
Cost $5.

IMdii

A number of well known women
who recently attended an Informal af.
fRlr. given by an equally well known
oung woman here, are still talking"

FOR

XM-A-

3

I

$3,000 Worth of
Fancy Crockery

I

AT COST
Just the thing for a nice Christmas
present

P017DEB

Lime Phosphates

Comer Fourth St. and Central Ave.

Cream

Tartar Is named.

Da-vi-

& COMPANY

INCORPORA TED

- WHOLESALE

r

GROCERS

t

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

e.

The Grandest opportunity ever offered the
people of Albuquerque to purchase Xmas
gifts of real value at prices that will be astonishing. Our entire stock containing
worth of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Rings, Silverware, Chains, Charms, etc., will
be sacrificed on the auction block in order
s to raise the cash.
2 Prizes Will bs Given Away Free Every
Evening to those attending the Auction Sale. Whether
you buy or not, Auctions Daily till Xmas. Every Article sold
by the auctioneer will be GUARANTEED as Represented.

ROSENFIELD'S
IJ1AMOND BROKER

118 Wett Central Ave.

Coal
$5.00
H. Hahn's Coal Yard

at

Is

W.
FREE BURNINGCIEAN- -

--

ECONOMICAL

a Lamp Carrlllas Bltek n Bstt Mnlbraalla
t
All Steea (or Stoves and Furnace
Mill Waad ft. SO tea a
Hattva Kindling ana Hialat Chunk
Gallop Amine

IV.

H. HAHN CO.

Phone

'OLD RELIABLE"

01

ESTABLISHED 1873

L. B. PUTNEY
I

THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

i

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries in
the Southwest

ly

......

DOMT MISS IT

5

The Best

a

d
7:30 This Evening and
at 2 and 7:30 P. M.

ka

U

I

Andion Sale
'

Wett

Central

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
-

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

-

j

Albuquerque and Las Vegas

Carpets

AT TVPPT' T?Am?1?
.
v 30S
310

Read the label. Buy only where

espe-cia-l-

t,

Furniture. Draperies,

1

Wagner Hardware Go.

GROSS KELLY

Is a selection from our wonderful
showing of Furniture. Such a gift
combines style, quality and highest
utility and one that will give a lifetime of service and 'satisfaction.
WE AKE SHOWING 3
Morris Chairs, Rockers, Pallor Pieces
Music Cabinets, Ladles' Desks,
Mngasinf
Hacks. Bookcases, Cellerettes, Sewing and Card
'Curio
Tables, Sewing
Machines,
Cabinets. Pictures, Doll Carta, and all
kinds of furniture for children. ,
Come and see our display. Our
prices are the lowest.

Perfectly pure, unquestionably
some. A pure food factor
all pure food laws. Indispensable for
raising finest cake, biscuit and pastry.
Alum.

Lamps, Plates, Cups and Saucers,
Tea and Dinner Sets, Etc., Etc.,

Gift

aoout the very apparent envy of on.
of the guests when she mw a hat
worn by her next door neighbor. Th.
two do not speafr rww and a ha waa
th" cause of It all.
C.ri
of the women wore a hat
which her friends whisper among
themselves cost her lit at a wall
wholeknown local millinery establishment.
The woman's neighbor, however, ap'
ante-dati- ng
peared in a new bit of millinery,
which for style and general pleasing
appearance, made the IIS hat look
like the original thirty cents.
The guests passed ao many compll
mentary remarks about the hat, that
the once proud possessor of th. 118
millinery became envious and made
No
some derogatory remark about ner
No
neighbor and the result vas a aero
atmosphere which has not yet been
dispelled.
Be on guard against alum in your food. Prof.
But the sequel was too good to
Johnson of Yale College says he "regards the
keep. It has since dovleoped that
trou
the bat which caused all the
introduction of alum into baking powders as
ble and which had attracted so much
most dangerous to health."
favorable comment, besides eclipsing
wom
$18
crentlon of the envious
the
an, cost only 15. It was purchased
by the fair owner at the big sale
o!
now being held by the Cash Millin
ery Store, ?1Q South Second street.
The hat was originally 112. but ev
erything In the store Is now selling
for $5.- regardless of what the price
formerly was, while hats which for- -'
merly sold at 15 now sell for $3.60
to as low as $1.50. Having only
H81III 10 STRETCH
been In business two months, there
MUSICAL RECITAL
no old stock to work off, hence the
styles are the very latest and the
THE CHRISTMAS PURSE
GIVEN LIST NIGHT
never met by any
prices have
othr "millinery establishment In the
city. It's simply a case of pick out
the hat you want, regardless of Its Miss Helen Dnvto ami MIhh Clara
LahwJ
Mcrciiant Involves a Plan
price mark, and It's yours for $5. If.
Wlieroby tlio IjhniUvl Purwe Can
AsMtwUti by Qnartot
Were
you are looking for handsome milling
lie Made to Do Extra Duty.
and Soloist.
ery at a bargain, see some of the hats
now displayed In the window.
That the good people of Albuquer
entertainments
One of the" best
in Albuquerque for some time que are not going to allow the hard
If your liorso mumbles or Inter- given
feres, try the I. X. L. shooing forge. was the musical and literary recital times of the past year to interfere
their plans for a me
We will Mop lilm. 315 We Copper. by the Misses Helen and Clara Davis seriously with
last Christmas is evident to the casual ob"
in the Congregational church
a
F. L. COMUKX
EMPLOYMENT evening. The program consisted of server who will spend an hour
AGENCY.
several organ solos by Miss Helun among the eager shoppers in the
312 West Silver Avenue.
Davis, an accomplished pipe organ- shops and stores of the city.
by
There is no denying that we have
Help, all kinds, furnished on short ist, interspersed with readings
notice. Give us your orders if you Miss Clara Davis. The young ladies experienced very "plnchy" times right
need help. Unemployed, list with us were assisted by Mr. Uould and the here in Albuquerque during the past
of Mrs. twelve months or so. and although
If you want work. Want at once, Etude quartet, consisting
first class machinist, also teamsters, Frank, Mrs. Roy McDonald, Miss mills and shops have resumed on full
time and all looks bright for the fu
rawyers, swampers. Must be timber Lillian Elwood and Mrs. H. J.
ture, yet many wageworkera are
Jacks.
still "catching up" and for this rea
Miss Clara Davis Is an accomplishNOTICB.
humorous son must stretch their Christmas
ed elocutionist, and her
f
We have Just received our 1909 line recitations
fund to the utmost in order that
ast evening were
Albuquerque' Cycle and
f b cycles.
good. Miss Helen is well known j their friends as usual muy be re
.
and membered.
Arms Co., 115 West Gold avenue.
in the city aa a ptpe organist,
selections rank among the best' No one recognized this fact sooner
her
Eczema,
For
Tetter and Salt Rheum. ever listened to by a local audience, than the local merchants and many
The Intense Itching characteristic
The Drettlest features of the even- - of them are doing all tney can to as
of these ailments is almost Instantly
were the tableaus. "He 6hall elst in making the Christmas purses
allayed by Chamberlain's Salve Many inn
His Angels Charge Over Thee," , hold out as long as possible. Notable
iive
by
It.
severe cases have been cured
In which several children, dressed as- among tne tlrms wno are wortny 01
druggists.
by
all
For sale
angels, tqok part. Mrs. C. A. Frank mention lh this respect Is the" F. J.
Houston Co.. This firm his been ofMr. qpuld aang the accompanyBefore buying call and see our list and songs.
fering their entire stock at a genuine
was
tableau,
A'
second
The
ing
of residences. Prices $850 to $5,000.
The party consisted reductlbn of S& per cenl duVlng-th- con"A Wedding."
Vacant lots for sale, John Borra-dailof the brlda and groom, flower bearer month of November, and will
corner Third and Gold.
and ring bearer, and ix bridesmaids. tinue to do so for the rest of this
month. There is no place In town
The lighting effects were beautiful.
FOR SALE.
so varied a line of holiday
where
program:
Following
is
the
BARGAIN.
goods may be found and surely no
Twenty acre tract, fences, six miles Organ Solo Tocata and Fugue In
Bach place where a dollar will go so far.
.
I Minor'
north of city oh main ditch: never
,
Here can be found one of the most
Miss Helen Davis. .
falling water; six acres cultivated;
selected, arrays of Navajo
carefully
Love
Becky
Reading
14 acres meafl'ow.
Thatcher's
By
1760.
Price
rugs ever shown in this
and
blankets
Twain
'.i.
Affair
Valley
Co.,
office
'..t......i;..
Rio Grande'
Land
at prices that almost
city
offered
and
Davis.
Clara
Miss
Third
Borradalle,
and ' Gold.
J.
compel one to buy. If you are lookagent.
Vocal Sola Slave Bong.
;
Teresa del Rlego ing for something 'for a lady friend,
In
you will, nod distinctive things
' , ' Mrs. H. . Collins.
bags, In alligator, seal, and Inhand
The
Organ.
(a)
Curfew......
Sole
'
;
expensive ones also, music bags, post
, . Horsman
rl
Brewer card albums, manicure sets, card
(b) A Springtime Sketch
c&ses. coin purses, pocketbooks, and
Miss Helen Davis.
an unequaled display of pyrography
Reading Almost Beyond EndurRiley wood 'containing hundreds of choice
ance
pieces. For the men may be found
Miss Clara Davis.
tourlBt
collar
Club Swinging. .. .Miss Beatrice Hill pocketbooks. leather
boxes, smoking sets, toilet sets, founTableau 'He W'll dive His Angels
tain pens, and In fact, almost anyCharge Over Thee.
Mrs. C. A. Frank thing you can think of. Then there
Solo
Mr. Gould la the excellent stock of stationery,
Solo
books and sporting goods for which
this store has gained n enviable repHeading The Last Word
Con-tinueVan Dyke utation among people who appreciate
the best. In addition to the tine class
Miss Clara Davis.
of goods carried at Houston's, the
Organ Solo Priere and Tocata.
Boelman ladical cut of 25 per cent should make
from Suite Oothlque
this store the most popular of all
MIhs Helen Davis.
Rending An Afternoon Tea .Locimis places for Christmas shoppers.
Miss "lara Davis.
NOTICE FOH PUUMCATIOX.
Organ Solo Offertoire de Kt.
Department of the Interior.
U.itlste V. S. Land
celia. No. 2
Office at Santa, Fe. N. M.
Miss Helen Davis.
November ISth. 1908.
Tableau Wedding.
hereby given that Martin
Notice
Chorus, from tin1 Rose Maiden.'...
Ryan, of Albuquerque, N. M., who on
MesdHmes C. A. Frank Hoy McDon
November 8th, 1908, made homestead
aid. Miss Klwood and Mrs.
entry No. 10211 (0258S) for Lota 1,
Collins.
I. s and 4. Section 3, Tawnshlp 10 N.,
Range 3 E., N. M. P. Merldlsn, has
A pair 'if our felt slippers for men.
filed notice of intention to make final
women or children make an idi-ato establish claim to
Christmas gift. They have flexible five year proof
land above described, before
Uathcr S'lUs, look dainty, wear well the
States Court Commissioner at
and are sure to be 'appreciated, our United
prices are very low. ('. May's Shoe Albuquerque. N. M., on the Ith day
of January, 190.
$20,-OO- O
avenue.
Store. 314 West
witness: John
Claimant name
A. Johnson, of Albuquerque, N. M.;
Till 1 Worth Reudlng.
AlbuquerLeo F. Zellnskl, of 6S Gibson St., Mrs. Josle R. Johnson, of AlbuquerJohn Maher, of
PufTalo. N. V., says: "I cured the que, N. M.;
N. M-- : Oeorge Southe- -, of Albumost annoying cold sore I ever had, que.
querque, N. M.
Arnica Salve. I
with Pu.-keMANUEL R. OTERO,
this salve once a day for twr
Reglst.'
days when every trace of the sore
was gone." Heals all sores. Sold un
Complete line of bicycles and bider guarantee at all dri'ggtsts. J 5c.
Call
cycle sundries, all 1909 gnjds.
Cyole
For the he work no snlrt waists and get prices. Albuquerqueavenue.
and Arms Co., 115 West Gold
iwrrontB Hnbh Laundry Co.

mmm

S

The Best Christmas

rrr?xn

IRVY

Albuquerque, New Mexico

l

l

n

ap-pie- d

There Is Only One

onto Quinine"
"Br
That Is
Laxative Bronto Quinine

Builders'

and

jr PaejTe and ChJceo Lnmber, ,jShcirwtn-WUliMPaint Xooe
ter. " BuUdJne Paper, Platter,' Lime, Cement, Oumh, Bath, Donr
'
'

: "V

Bte,

AXe.

,

.

J. C BA.LDRIDGE

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
115
.

Wst

Central Ave.

Formerly 109 N. First St.

:

.

Alwaya has been the cheapest place to buy Indian and Mexican good
We have A very large stock on hand suitable for the holidays, with price
,; .
lower than ever before,
Times have been hard with all of us this year, but prospect are goo4
for the future. Tou have friends you want to remember, but want to make
your money go as far as possible, and we will assist you all we can. We
have selected an assortment of goods that no one would hesitate In aendlns
to their best friends: they can be sent without fear of criticism or danger et
damage or breakage in transit, and best of all, we have CUT THE PRICES
JUST ABOUT IN HALF, as quoted below:
Navajo Blankets, regular price, $18 and $20, cut to.,.,.
$10 and $19
Navajo Cushion Tops, regular price, 11.25, cut to
Navajo Looms, regular price 76, cut to
,
AOo
Genuine Mexican Handmade Zarapas, slse 42x90; make handsome portieres or couch covers, regular price flB, cut to..,.
$7.fie)
Genuine Mexican Zarapas, size 42x90, the prettiest you ever saw, regular price, 122, cut to
$1U4
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Table Covers, ( feet.' square, guaranteed hand made and all linen, regular price 130, cut to
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Lunch Cloths, S3 Inches square, guaranteed all linen, regular price $3.76, cut to
$XM
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Shlrf Waist Patterns, 'complete, regular
price, $(. cut to
$s.M
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Handkerchiefs, regular price, lOo, cut to..33
Genuine Mexican Drawn Work Collars, regular price 26c, eut to
1841
Indian Bracelets. Mexican Filigree Jewelry In gold and silver; native gems,
such es Garnets. Topas. Turquoise, Leather Goods, Japanese Goods, and
everything in the novelty line, all to be sold at hard time prices. Store,
open, every evening until 10 p. m,
-

it

THE BENNETT CURIO CO.
115

Wast Central Ave.

ALL THE WAY UP
Frofn the foundation to the shingles on the root, we are selling Bonding Material Chapr titan yoo bare bought fo
many years, save at lea 25 per cent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material
PHO.VE

8.

I

Lumber Co.

COllXEH TIUKD ASH MARQUETTE.

EASY MONEY
If you have any furniture, horses,
buggies or anything else to sell, list
them with J. F. Palmer, the auctioneer. Office and sales rooms, 315
South Second street.

.

flee-

Ev,

423 SOUTH FIRST

USCO THE WORLD OVER TO CURE A COLD III QUE DAT

Always remember the lull name. Look
lut this signature oa every box. 356V

Supplies

Finishers'

The rapid Increase in our baaineae-due to goott work- - and fair treats
tueut of our palruna llubba Leuur-We clean rugs and draperies
system. Duke City Hatterev
Phcne 4a
VXa Cleaners.

JVTBTTQTTTTROTT'R

FAOI5 PIT.

(lITTnnf

and has contributed them to the more than any other natural resource
commission. I desire to mako spe and we must put an end to that
c in acknowledgment
to the men who neglect. The Inland waterways com
h:lv .' cheerfully and successf ully mission has told us how.
accepted and carried out this addi
First, let us prepare a comprehen
tional task. They have rendered
slve plan for inland watirwsiy devel
real service to the whnle nnt.on at opment along the lines pointed out
the cot of great personal sacrifice of by the commission. Such a plan
time and effort to themselves. And must consider every uxe of the wat
the best of It all was the admirable ers. It must put the Interests of all
spirit of
which char the people In advance of any private
A bath in a cold room is a
acterized the whole work.
Interests whatsoever.
The prepnri
1
plan
am especially glad to welcome tlon of this comprehensive
sKivcry"opcralion
and is extremely
the.
of
the states, should begin at once.
through their conservation commis
liable to cause colds. The bathroom
Second, let us proceed Immediately
sion and otherwise. Such
with the construction of the waterabove all should be kept warm.
tlon gives earnest of
assist ways for which plana have already
All Waterways Should be ance between states andmutual
nation, and been approved, and which we are
This is easy and the bath is a
mutual benefits to follow.
Without now certain will tit Into the outlines
Utilized as Quickly as Cos
It the great task of perpetuating the of the general plan.
Our previous
comfort il you have a
national weitare wouiu succeed wun policy of procrastination, delay and
slble. Says Roosevelt.
Ifflculty. If states and nation work fitful and partial action, hits borne
ir It together, all in their several Its perfect fruit. Our waterways are
fields, ami all Joining-- heartllv where deserted, and In return for our vast
Dee,
Washington,
President tne field Is common, we are certain expenditures
we have little or no
Roosevelt and President-eleof success in advance.
actual navigation to show. The peo
were the principal speakers yesterorganizations
The national
con ple are ready for a change. Let us
day afternoon when the Southern cerned
have It, and at once. If we can pay
resources,
with
such
natural
congress
merged
was
Commercial
great
the cost from current revenues let
as
engineering
the
societies.
meeting
with the
of the conservation the National Rivers
and Harbors us do so. If not let us Issue bonds.
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
In his address, Presi- congress,
commission.
Is now holding Its By either method, let us have the
which
good
carried
be
from any oilier room to the lath room, which
dent Roosevelt pointed out the
It
may
waterways
quickly.
and
convention, the Southern Com
The
that
work accomplished as a result of the fifth
congress, 'also in session, plan and the work can and should
while
mercial
heal
will
it
you are preparing lor ihe bath. Impossible
movement to save the resources of which has made so excellent
a be- proceed together. While the work we
to turn il too high or too low. The most economical heater
the country. He oald:
ginning all these and many others are sure of ls being begun, the plan
Judge Taft, governors, representa- have joined In the work in a way to for the rest can be prepared.
intense heat lor 9 hours with
you can buy
tives of the states and the great na- gladden the heart of every patriotic
The work therefore should begin
one filling.
tional organizations, members of the American. A special word Ls due the at once. iBut there must not be the
national conservation commission, la- National iRivers and Harbors con- slightest recklesHness or waste of
lor
dles and gentlemen:
gress. It ls the one organization that money. No work whatever should be
lOuse-I welcome you to Washington and is advocating a waterway policy and undertaken that has not been
t ii
thor
to the work you have gathered to do. not a waterway project, and ls na- oughly examined and fully approved
hold purposes, utves a clear,
No service to the nation In time of tional In Its scope, for it represents by competent experts. Above
(lead r Lgfil Made ol brass throughout and nickel
not
all
peace could be of greater worth than practically all the friends of water- one cent
I.
Equipped with the latest improved central
should be expended to sat
Slate
the work which has brought you to- way Improvement In these United isfy special
whether of a
simple satisfactory. Every
kirner. Handsome
gether. Tou have come here to make States. The question of river and business or a interests,
locality, or promote any
Guaranteed.
this nation's future as great and hap- harbor Improvements and the benefit man's political fortunes. This is too
py as its present.
you cannot get healer or lamp at your dealer's.
It is the largest that such will bring to the producer large a matter to be handled In such
national task of today, and I thank and the consumer has. through Its
wrile our nearest agency lor descriptive circular.
way.
We must approach it from
you for making ready to undertake work, been favorably and prominent- the point of
view of the national In
OIL. CO.
CONTINENTAL
it. If you do more than fix the na ly brought to the attention of the terest, under the guidance
(Incorporated)
of the
upon
tional attention
the problem, you country. Prominent commercial or wisest experts In
engineering,
in
will do vast good. It argues well for ganizations and men of character and transportation
and In all the uses of
our future that you are here; and influence
throughout
practically our streams. Forests and waterways
It is to the credit of our country that every section of the country are
cannot be separated In any success escort, upon permission from the sec effect could not have been more rapid
In this matter it should take the lead
in the cause It represents. Its ful treatment of either. iForest pro retary of war, William H. Taft. J. wnen me question was
to him
among the nations of the world.
work being strictly national and !n tection and river development must A. Dlckerson, secretary of the Col- wnat he thought of put
Miles.
He
The prudent business man regular- no sense sectional, merits and should go hand In hand. The three things ilnsvllle Commercial club, came to straightened up and his
eyes shone
ly takes account of stock, so that receive the support of our citizens.
Fort
Sill
any
which should be done without
and accompanied the old like coals. His hands trembled and
he may know Just where he stands;
i man ail tnese organizations, further delay are therefore: First, to chief, his wife and daughter to Col- his lips twisted as In a spasm
pasbut nations have been slow to profit The results of the Inventory of re- - provide for a comprehensive plan of ilnsvllle. When old Geronimo reach- sion. He threw his hand high ofin the
by the wise example. The United sources will be laid before the pres-- waterway development.
spot
ed
great
the
powof the
Indian
Second, to
air above his head and In a muttered
States is substantially the first nation ent conference by the national con- - begin at once on work already plan- - wow, and found there E. W. Longs-totone In the Spanish language, he
Ao Inventory its stock on hand, and servanon commission,
ata
photographer
Lawton
ned that will surely fit Into the
i shall not
and one spoke to the interpreter. "The old
i nas oniy ocgun to do ao In any tempt to review these results further larger plan. Third, to provide amply of hla close personal friends, having ma does not want to talk of General
definite way within the last few than to say that the more striking for forest protection
against
tire, made many photos for the old chief, Miles. Hs does not want to say anyfacts brought out t the conference a pi Inst reckless cutting, against wan-la- st who would not permit any one to re- thing; about those days. He is trying
months.
May were confirmed.
ton or reckless destruction
of all turn home with him, rather preferred to forget them, and any reference to
last May the governors of the
the past Is very painful and agitates
states and territories met in the
these facto are sobering. No kinds, and to secure the Appalachian to come back with Mr. Longston.
d
There was nothing out of the or- him very much. So do not mention
White House to confer with each
citizen would stop the and White mountain national forests
dinary in the dress of Geronimo to Miles, or Crook, or Lawton, or any
other and with the president upon proper use of our resources,
but without delay.
attract attention to his person when of the officers who fought against
the material basis of our national every good American must realize
ne arrived at the pow-woThey united In a memor- that national improvidence follows
welfare.
but he sua.
"No more leaving of the Fort Sill
was not to be outdone, and when he
able declaration which should hang the same course and leads to the
saw the Shawness and Osages all reservation." he said today. "I am
on the wall In every school. One out- same end as personal Improvidence,
togged out in their many colored going to stop there until the Great
come of the conference at which the and that needless waste must slop.
White Father gives Indian right to
hear-geablankets and glaring
declaration was adopted was the ap- The time to deride or neglect the
and paint of gaudy tints, he re- go back to his old home in Arizona,
pointment of the national conserva- statements of experts and the teach
tired to his tepee and soon emerged and New Mexico."
tion commission, whose chief duty ing of the facts has gone by. The
Wherever Geronimo goes he always
therefrom in all his paint and feathwas to prepare an inventory of the time to act on what we know has
ers. He was a grand upstanding collects about him many curious onnow
arrived.
Common
prudence,
natural resources of our country
figure of a man. Yet he looked di- lookers and rapidly disposes of whatthose resources which are. In the common sense and common business
minutive beside the big fat forms of ever curiosity or trinket he Is poslanguage of the governors, the foun- principles are applicable to national
Osage and Shawnee until he look- sessed of. It ls estimated
that he
dations of our prosperity. Its report affairs Juat as they are to private af
ed around and then the big husky cleared aa much as $50 a day at the
la to be used by the president In fairs and the time has come to use
pow-woOsages and tall Shawnees seemed to Colilnsvllle
disposing of his
transmitting to Congress information them In dealing with the foundations
wither away and leave but the sin- photos at 25 cents apiece, and placas to the state of the union so far of our prosperity.
ing
gle figure of the old warrior in the
his autograph,
a very crudely
as natural resources are concerned.
We must not grow hysterical or
spelled out name, GERONIMO, using
foreground.
The commission consists of sen- sensational In depicting our condicapital
all
letters, added another 25
He took occasion early In the con
ators and representatives, "members tion. But neither must we allow a Apache Would Like tu V.slt
vention of Indians to show his con cents to the value of his cards.
of the executive departments
an1 false security based on conditions
ls
There
a
movement on foot bv the '
tempt for the blanketed
public spirited private citizens fa- long elnce parsed away to prevent us
Indians.
Arizona and New Mexico When
he was Introduced to the chiefs war department to transfer the tribe
miliar with particular resources. It from seeing the facts and applying
or the other tribes he held a limp from Fort Sill to Fort Reno, so as to
Is wholly without funds and It has business common sense to the situa
Wl.h His Tribe Again.
room for the enlargement
of
hand
end did not say a word. One mane Sl'1
depended
therefore
altogether on the tion they disclose. The purpose of
This Is
.to a brlda"e
of the other chiefs said it was like
public spirit of Its members and the the inventory was to give the facts
W wrontmo and his suo.
of the executive depart- not to create alarm, but to take atock
Lawton, Okla., Dec. 9. Although shaking hands with a monument.
trBour, A9& iijeiuKie, me newly elect
ments at Washington and in the rev-er- of what we have, and so to lead to Old Geronimo is fast falling In years
In his speech made at that time, he ed
chief.
Should the deoartment da.
state, especially the scientific tne necessary action for Its preserva- - caused by the awful hardships
said: "The hope of my people is the cide to make
this change. Chief Asa
and statistical bureaua Ita work lion and Increase.
Christian religion. By that alone will announces
perienced durinar the rlv that
that he will get a permit
has brought these bureaus Into closer
Our natural resource are so re- - neld th west and the southwest in the remnant that remains be saved. from the department to go back to'
and more effective
prior to 1886, he can still They need some restraint. Too long New Mexico. He Is only of thei
than lated
the use of one affects the
ever fcefore, and for this reason Its use ofthat
have been enemies of the white younger set of Indians,
all the others. This is esoe- - "irlat a steer with great accuracy. He they
and having
results will rank as by far the most dally true of our waterways. Every
now Dually engaged with many of man. The white brothers will do all taken no part In the outrages, he is at
right
by the Indian. It is the In- liberty to leave and go to
useful statement of the national re- man, woman, and child within
Apache
roping
lne
bucks
calves
the
mir
the west.
sources ever prepared in any country. borders has an interest in
them ' of the Apache cattle and assisting in dian's fault. I believe In God my- it is his desire, however, to remain
Each bureau, without relaxing
its inrough navigation, power irrigation the branding of several thousand self. (Geronimo ls a member of the with his tribesmen as long as pos- regular work, has collected and sum- or water supply, or through all four. earlings. The work Is being done Dutch 'Reformed church near Fort slble.
marized the results of its past work. We have neglected our waterways while the Apache Indians are mak- Sill and ls an active worker In the
ing their annual roundup of cattle In church.) And every Indian ought to
E OF LORDS
the Fort Sill military reservation. All believe in God and follow his teachcattle are being collected at the Rock ings. The sooner the Indian finds out
Island tanks near Elgin where the that he will keep on dying out un.,
less he does something to save
MAY BE REFORMED
calves will be branded.
sooner
the
will
the
Indians
Lieutenant Oeorge Purllngton, who amount to something. Indians amount
has charge of the Apache prisoners to nothing
Committee Would .Make Cliang
of war and their possessions, is over- er pays no now. Greatto White Fathla
Indian. Inr
JSriliNh
seeing the round-uWorking with dian goes to attention White
Iloute of
Great
Father,
him and assisting In the roundup are gets drunk.
Parliament.
Great White Father dls- 100 men and boys.
gusted and turns away. Indian ought
London, Dec. . The report of tho
A complete invoice of everything to go to Great
White Father like select committee of the House ot
belonging to the Indian Is to be white man. White man goes
to
Lords, appointed to suggest a p'an
made and it is estimated that the White Father, and Great White Great
Fath- - for the reform of the upper h iuse.
Apache herd of cattle contains 10.-0- er listens. White man goes sober,
has been Usued. The committee finds
head, probably the largest sin- Indian should do the same."
it undesirable that the p session of
ml
y
gle herd in Oklahoma. One of the
?W
"I want to go back to my old home a peerage should of Itself give tho
Interesting things In connection with before
I die," the old
chief said, ' right to sit and vote in the House
this herd of cattle is the fact that
"I am tired of killing of Lords,
V J?
there are very few dry cattle. This plaintively.
i
It then sets forth t:iat all heredl'.y
year there ls the largest crop of white brother. I am 86 years old.
of fight and want rest. Want peers should 'be formed Into an elec
calves ever raised on the reservation. Tired
According to the annual custom of to go back to the mountains again. toral body for the purpose of electiivg
White Father to 200 of their number to sit and vo.e
handling these cattle the cows are I asked the Great
me to go back, and he says as the "Lords of Parliament," not for
numbered and In branding, the calves allow
He says he can trust me but life, but for a single Parliament: that
are branded with the same number no.
cannot trust others
There are not the spiritual lords of Parliament be
us their mothers. The heifer calves many
Apaches left. White men kill reduced to ten, to be selected bv the
are retained no cows being sold un- off
But Apache good
that Canada. Australia, New
til too old for active life on the range dlanApaches.
now and will remain good. I Zealand and South Africa have r..n- and the greater part of the steers ere warn
to go spend my last days upon resentatlves In the House of
shipped and Bold.
my word before passing on the happy that a number of herediturv Lords;
neertt
Each Indian owns cows bearing his hunting ground prepared for
the In- estimated at 130, should sit without
: K ;.y v
numbers and the young cows bear- dian."
If I
the
necessity
of
election;
ing the same number become his
to.d
If an electric shock had passed include men who have heldthat
post
property. It is estimated that there swiftly
through the old frame, the of cabinet minister, viceroy, the
governare approximately 500 steer calves
or
general
of Canada and governor
this year, which will bring the tribe
of the larger colonics, and naval and
about $25,000.
military
officers of high rank and
Old Geronimo was In Ijawton rethat twenty years' service In the
?
cently and expressed himself, through
. f
j..j iff
xf
House
of Commons shall entitle one
an Interpreter, on the Indian and his
to a seat among the peers. This plan
future. "My people are gilng fast."
will
give
the reformed
House of
he said, In his broken Spanish.
Lorda about 250 members.
Nearly all are dead now, soon all will
be dead. Too much whiskey kill InDEAFNKS8 CANNOT BE CURED
dian. Soon no more at all." That VELVET SKIN LOTION
by local applications,
as they eannot
branch of the tribe prisoners of war,
reach the diseased portion of the
ear.
upon the Fort Bill reservation, has
There la only one way to cure deafClears the Skin Quickly
ness, and that ls by constitutional remdiminished until they number less
edies. Deafness Is caused by an
than 250 members. This state of afcondition of he mucous lining
$1.00 a Bottle
A. F. WIL.Dl.VO.
NOKMAN E. BROOKES.
of tbe Kustachlan Tube.
fairs grieves the old broken-dow- n
When tms
tube la inflamed you have a rumbling
The world's tennis championship
That the Australasians are the best Apache chief more than anything
or
sound
Imperfect
hearlng(
Has decided at Melbourne, Australia, tennis players in the
up In his life
It Is entirely closed, Deafnessand Iswhen
Write for FREE Booklet on Sucworld was con- that has ever comepeace.
tbe
team,
recently, and the Australasian
result, and unless the Infiamatlon can
alin times of war or
It
has
be taken out and this tube restored to
cessful Home Treatment of the skin.
Brookes and Wilding, retained the clusively shown by the scores of the ways been his ambition to have the
lis normal condition, bearing wu. be
emblematic
of the trophy matches.
Davis trophy,
tribe, like his white brethren,
to
destroyed forever ;mne caea out of ten
Wright and Alexander won but one thrive and increase In number and
are caused by Catarrh, which la Domworld's .honors.
ing but an inflamed condition of Uie
AILEEN BERG
The opponents of the Australasians set In the four played, the scores be- Influence.
mucous surfaces.
6
and
The Amerwere litis ls C. Wright and Frederick ing
Geronimo was the chief attraction
EL I'ASO, TEX.
We win
one Hundred Dollars for
any case siv
B. Alexander of the I'nited
of Deafness (caused by caStale. icans were clearly outclassed. In the at the last p'iw-wogiven by the
tarrh,
that cannot be cured by
s
This pair defeated England's team, singles Wilding beat Aluxander lu the blanketed Indians at Colilnsvllle. At
Catarrh Cure. Band for circulars Hall
free.
2,
T is IVeparati d is sold in
Kltchle and i'arke, at Boston, then final round
that time he met the Osages, Shw-nee- s
VHKXU
CO., Toledo. O.
Ti
-by DruKriata- - 7V
Hrookes ls a native of Australia
and a few Cherokees and Creeks.
sailed to tho antipodes in a vain
at tbe Parisian.
i
f amily
Hail
puis tor onattpa- and Wilding of New Zealand.
to capture the Davis cup.
Gronlmo went over with an armed
uon
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position permanent;
ly effective;
experience,
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DR. R, L, SHARP
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prefer one with
30.00 Fine
with
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location
would consider any applicantaalary
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(Registered)
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Kitchen Goods
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GOOD

They are HIGH GRADE in every
sentte of the word and guaranteed to
give ABSOLUTE BAllbF ACTION.
Set Dor Secern! Street Window
Display this weei.

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
WEST END VIADUCT

What Valuable Prescription Which
Any Can Prepare at
can be Accomplished with
Home.
Systematic Work.

First Year Indicates

Carlsbwd. N. M., Dec. 9. The first
crop season, after the opening of the
Carlsbad project, built by the U. 8.
service, close with a
reclamation
most excellent showing to the men
and
who have worked Intelligently,
taken advantage of the natural con
dltlons existing in this part of the
territory. The day of the pioneer i
over. He Is never a developer In the
true sense of h word. He be courage to settle on land be it ever ao
uninviting, clear it, and bring It Into
a semblance of cultivation. He gets
but small returns as he lacks the skill
to compel the soil to return boun
tlfully. When the land Is cleared, his
work Is done; he passes on, and his
place is taken by the farmer proper,
reclaiming
who knows little about
virgin rand and never attempt plo
beer work. When the rough edges
of a new country have been taken off,
he steps In and begins the real development. The Carlsbad project I
now entering upon Its real develop
ment. The pioneer has finished his
work. An Illustration or two will

"The people here do not drink
enough water to keep them healthy,"
exclaimed a well known authority.
"The numerous cases of kidney and
bladder diseases and rheumatism are
mainly due to the fact that the drink-in- g
of water, nature's greatest medicine, has been neglected.
"atop loading your system with
but get on
medicines and cure-all- s;
the water wagon. If you are really
sick, why, of course, tak the proper
medicines plain, common, vegetable
treatment, which will not shatter the
nerves or ruin the stomach."
To cure rheumatism you must make
the kldnevs do their work: they are

these should shortly considerably diminish the surplus of Idle capital.
Gold exports have also begun and will
operate on the sid of firmer rate
tor money. Having an unusual sup
ply of gold at hand, we oan readily
spare large sums without injury, and
if Europe continues to buy sparingly
of our grain and cotton while freely
olooa- - .
selling our securities it follows that
oe maue 10 sir&in uui ui mo vuwu
considerable gold must go abroad In
the waste matter and acids that
1
settlement.
Some authorities
cause rheumatism; the urine must
ready expect to see 4 10,000 000, more
be neutralized so It will no longer b
or less, sent out this month.
a source of Irritation to the bladder,
Ey arousing public opinion to
and, most of all, you must keep
dangers aristhe grave political
these acids from forming In the stoming from monopolistic and corthe case of stomach
ach. This
poor digestion.
For
trouble and
With Rise In Stock Markets. poration abuses. President Roosevelt
did his country an Inestimable servthese conditions you can do no better
Inice, the value of which will be
than take the. following prescription:
Many Bonds Have Been Rt
finitely more appreciated In the fuFluid Extract Dandelion, one-ha- lf
ture than at present. The dose he
Compound Kargon. one ounce;
turned From Abroad
In the fall of 1906 Wm E. Ball ounco;
administered was a bitter one, but the came
Compound Syrup Sarsaparllla, three
bought
a
Missouri
from
and
patient needed it. Th period for agtract of land adjoining Loving. Ir- ounces. Mix by shaking well In botNew York. Dec. 9. For some time itation, however. Is now over; Mr. rigation was new to him. The cli- tle and take In teaspoonful doses after
Hoosevelt Iras done the work for matic conditions were strange. The each meal and at bedtime, but don't
past it has been evident that the rise which
he was best fitted, and the work
water. Drink plenty and
forget
n stocks had been excessively push. of crystallizing an awakened public soil was not like his old Missouri often. the
flounyear
Mr.
Ball
soil.
first
The
bigtrading element, which opinion Into Intelligent and equitable
d. The
valuable information and lm- eottag on
$14.00 Desirable
DR. PERCY S. ISAACSON,
dered around, following this man's pieThlprescription
now carries a much larger share of legislation
Rooms
regarding
corporations advice,
should be posted up
disregarding
some
other
West Central avenue; city water,
and
sup
generally
floating Btocks than Is
must soon be begun. It should be
In each household and used at the
Canada.)
yard.
large
work
Toronto,
season's
of
first
(Graduate
His
advice.
imn'a
en
no
sunny
disposition to
posed, showed
left to the judicious action of Consign of an attack of rheumatism...
FOR RENT Three nice large
large its commitments on the long gress aided as far as practicable by was apparently a failure, any If any first
backache or urinary trouble, no matVeterinary Burgeon and Dentist.
rooms for light houseKeeping, Apply $12.00 Three room house In Third
with
dissatisfied
to
be
man
reason
had
specu
investing
lde; while the
and
the tictful Mr. Taft, who stands
ter how slight.
Phone 781: night phone 1161. Of lative
one large store room cheap.
ward, furnished.
public profiting by past ex pledged for the Roosevelt policies of the country he had. But all this
hop.
Bee: Frank' blacksmith
K24 West Central.
eye
open.
He
kept
his
he
time
had
to
perience, could not be induced
reform. The tariff, however, Is sure
di"jt next room and board $9.00 Three room house, Pacific ave
sny impbrtant portion of the to be the main Issue of the coming had learned by his own mistakes, and
At GIRL SWIMMER 10
nue.
in h. oitv for S7 and 8 a week.
by
big
the
holders. session of Congress; also of the spe- by the mistakes of his neighbors. solvtocks offered
ave
DENTISTS
had
10
he
yefir
of
first
end
the
the
Rio Grande, 619 West Central
energetically
lifting
who have been
cial session which Mr. Taft will very
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.
RjflNT iFarmahed rooma, steam
ever since the panic. likely call. In all probability the tar- ed the puzzle and began to farm skillthe
market
avenue.
S19
Gold
West
o"es.t. Grand Central Hotel, corner
Along with this cessation of home iff discussion will be complicated by fully and profitably. He planted about
DR. J. K. CRAFT
HUMAN FISH
FOR RENT Seven and eight room
buying came free foreign selling. Lon the rapidly growing government de- fifty acres of alfalfa. He plowed his
lad 8t. and Central Ave.
flats; houses 4 to 7 rooms. W. H.
upon ficit, which if not checked will cause ground, harrowed It. disked It, harencouraged
realizing
openly
don
Surgery.
Dental
McMIUIon, real estate broker, 211
American stocks, and conservative no little embarrassment; for either rowed It again, leveled It, In short,
STOLEN.
West Gold avenue.
foreign bankers have been very ex national expenses must be checked or went over his land a dozen times or
S.
1
and
FOR RENT Store room, now occu
plicit in their disapproval of our further sources of revenue provided, more before It was ready to plent. He
O'KteUy'a
Drag
Store
STOLEN Bet of single harness and
Over
pied by Frledberg Bros., 105 South
Re-r- d.
stock market manipulations. To their the latter having suffered from busi- planted and the results were a surMaJL
naad)
by
case of surgical Instruments.
Appointments
alSecond; will be for rent after Janclients they fully expressed the opin ness depression and the prohibition prise to his neighbors, who hadnever
6outh
S L. Burton. 410
T44.
would
ways
alfalfa
claimed
that
uary
1. Apply at Frledberg Bros.
ion that the rtae In this market had campaign.
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Assures you absolute comfort in Glands Ground
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CO.,

EXCLUSIVE
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Fitted

Phoenix Oranges!

by us

OPTICIANS

South Second Street, Established

19

and help you to enjoy home life.

Men's 'Felt Slippers, felt soles..
755
Men'a Pelt Romeos, leather soles
$1.50
Men's Vlcl Kid Slippers, black or brown ..,
$1.50 to fi
Men's Genuine Alligator Slippers
$2.50
Men's Felt Shoes, leather soles and heels
$2.00
Women's Felt Slippers, felt soled .
,6So
Women's Felt Juliets, with fur trimming . ,'
$1.25 to $1.50
Women's Felt Shoes, with good leather soles ..$1.25, $1.50 and $1.83
Children's Red Felt Slippers, with leather soles 6.V 75c, 85a and$l
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Hove vou seen our Window?
We shall continue to make important reductions on all
grades of Millinery until Christmas. In our show window we
are displaying some exclusive things in Trimmed
PJ
Hats. We are making one price on all of thise..
slO
Among them will be found many which were designed for
a much higher price, some of them for twice as much, but we
wish to prove to you that our price-cuttiis genuine.
ng
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,

Lense Grinding Done on the Premi$e$
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for Luck," "Caught With the Goods"
Moderately priced and up to date. Prices from $5 to $10.
and "Result of Eating Horse Flesh."
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Steven Canovan, secretary of the GalJerry B. Ferris of Jemez, J. M., is lup Athletic club. Mr. Canovan says
in the city spending a few days.
that he has a basketball team which
From 26c to $2.60 a piece. The latest New York creations.
Jerry Powers, from far off Sidney, he would like to match against the
Australia, Is In the city en route to team from the Albuquerque club. It
PHONE 72
the coast.
Is very likely that a meeting will be
Always In' go6d"taste for a gift to a gentleman.
Cauliflower and tomatoos fresh arranged between the two teams In
the Albuquerque armory.
every day at Richelieu Grocery.
Dr. Fred Dillon, government phyNavajo Tribe No. 3, I. O. R. M., BIG ASSORTMENT
sician at Laguna and Acoma, spent will hold a regular mooting tonight
New Ideas are .embodied In our holiday lines.
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Morning Journal of December 9, 1908,
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my action demanding
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Holly Boxes, with Ribbon, 35 cents.
Bring your little Brown Jug for criticizing
per cent on all assessments and
Holly Boxes, with Scenes. 25 cents.!
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Holly and Flower Handkerchief
A. D. Allen spent yesterday In the
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Glove Boxes with fine Special Pa- ntcted with the Indian schools at on a platform advocating a reduction per,
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Holly Desk with drawers filled With
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Per Ton. Just
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price.
Inquire
terms
For
and
the counties, County "A" was BerHATTERS AND CLEANERS
AT
JOHN M. MOORE REALTY OO.
Isldro Sandoval who has sold 25,-0- nalillo county alone, and a good
head of sheep during the past sea- chance to strike at the assessor
Ladles' and Gentlemen's doth
son, left last night for Kansas City, alone.
.,
ing of all kliula, rugs stud
where he will sell 1,000 head.
The people can readily see now
draperies, cleaned by the
Helnze's bulk mustard Richelieu that my salary was not lowered for
Grocery.
VACUUM METHOD.
the benefit of the people but for perEstablished
O. P. Buzzell, foreman of the car sonal spite.
1,6
Now, .the Journal seems to think
shops at San Bernardino, Cal., spent
Mats Cleaned and Repaired, g
isterday In the city on business. Mr. I ought to ha satisfied with anything
be "d,Uhed out" to me
Buzzell was formerly foreman at the that might
Buyers
Piano
220 West Gold Annue.
through the whims .and caprices of a
local shops.
Phone 44C.
prompted by malice or
Arizona sweet oranges at the San legislature
111
will, as the bill seems to indiJose Market.
people
The
Albuquerque
of
are
cate.
talking about the fine display of piStanley It. Vlallech. formerly chief
I deny the assertion of the Journal, anos
to be seen at Learnard &
clerk In the local master mechanic's that I was
on this
not
renominated
206 West Gold avenue, and
offlce of the 6anta Fe, left last night account, as every man woulo act
the
North Second (street
B. H. Briggs & Co.
for Point Richmond, Cal., to which same as I did were he in my place. by the interest shown It Is evident
year
many
place he has been transferred.
this
that
will
homes
be
The fight that was madeon me was gladdened by
the addition of a piano,
J. W. Anderson, who formerly con- on account of the raising of the aswhy should this not be so? Did
ducted a grocery store on East Cen- - , sessment of the Montezuma Trust and
Lady Assistant
tral avenue, has accepted a position company and the Water Works com-lan- you ever stop to think what music
means to the home
And particularwith the Pacific Mutual Life Insurwhich Incurred the enmity of ly to the
And do you. Mr.
ance company.
W. H. Gillenwater, who is interested Busy Man,children?
what music in the
The regular monthly business meet- In both concerns, and who Is chair- home will doknow
towards helping you to
ing of the Ladies' Aid Society of the man of the Republican county com- forget
ALVARADO PHARMACY
The
the work and possibly the worCongregational church will be held mittee.
ry
often
that
remains
most
with
the
In the discharge of my official dut- evenly tempered
Thursday afternoon at 3 p. m. at the
. Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St,
when evening
home of Mrs. Bedlent, 417 South ies I have tried to do the right thing comes? Let us mind
you.
tell
is
there
towards the people, and urn willing
Walter street.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
to leave my rase In their hands. Re- nothing In the whole world that helps
more to lay aside the cares of the
E. A. Clemens, secretary of the spectfully
at the..
submitted.
Occidental Building
day than music, and particularly so
New Mexico Cattle and Horse GrowS. GRUN'SFELD.
ers' association, left last night for
when It Is music rendered In your
Magdalena. after spending the past
Brina Ut Your Prescriptions
Tater your ktrne horse to the I. X, own home &by those you love best.
week In Albuquerque attending
Llndemann are In posithe I.
fonre to have hint hIhhI. Learnard
tion to make It possible for you to
sessions "of the organizations.
315 Wont Copper.
GALLUP LUMP COAL
buy a piano now. Their stock is como
F. W. Drake spent Monday In the
plete
owing
and
to
the
and
confidence
TOO
CLASSIFY
LATE
Til
city en route from Domingo to RochG ALl UP
good will of the manufacturers, with
S5 EGG COAL
ester, N. Y., where he will spend the
they
whom
years
busihave
for
had
A
holidays with his mother and sister. WANTED Extra, salespeople for big ness relations, they are
enabled to
sale. Apply at once. L. Kempcn-icMr. Drake g employed by the Santa
ILL WOOD ANO KINDLING
Show y ur individuality by
alwsys meet, and In the majority of
Barbara Tie and Pole company.
buying something distinctive
cases, offer better values than other
house, cor- houses. Do you know of any better
FOR SALE New
for Xmas tfifia. We carry an
iW. B. Moore, manager of the Co251
AZTEC
FUEL
ner lot; must go at once. Porter-fiel- d guarantee that Learnard & Llndeexclusive line i ( Orltstal Novel
le mbo theater, said this morning that
e
lies
Co.. Jl West Gold.
our Mei.csa tioedt
mann will give you value received In
he had received the last shipment he
and Indisn Curio.
was to receive from the old film FOR HALK A few choice lots, close the purohase of a piano than the fact
in; lowlands, at bargain prices.
that since their first piano sale In
service, and would be able to give
Near P. 0.
215 S. 2d S
New Mexico in the early part of the
Co.. 218 West Gold.
his patrons pictures from the new
service by Friday night. The O. T. FOR SALE A fine
house, year 1900 to Bernalillo county's well
Crawford Film Rxrhange. from which
good location; can be bought right. known clerk, Mr. A. E. Walker, that
-- WITHconcern the new service hag been se
their list of satisfied customers Is
Porterfleld Co., 216 West Gold.
now In the hundreds? Surely that
means something. If these facts ap
peal to you, rail and select your piano for Christmas
delivery from Clothe your family on $1 00 per week
Learnard & Llndemann's piano show.
W. Central A vm.

run Dress and

ORAPIIS

For Men, Women and Children look dainty,
wear well, make your feet comfortable

rt,W

We think it not amiss to call your attention to our
superb line of Holiday Good auitjthi for
Men and Boys. The class of goods we offer is
of the acceptable and useful kind, u r, k :.

Sweet and Juicy

PERSONAL,

Julietcs and Felt Shoes

,1

Apples!

Tuxedo Suits

Smoking Jackets and Bathrobes

Handkerchiefs

MALOY'S

Linen and Silk

Neckwear of All Descriptions
Kid Gloves and Fancy Hose

Fancy Vests and Sucata Coats
Fancy Suspenders and Muff.ers
The

Simon Stern

j

Money Saved

of-l'c- e.

On Domestic Coal

i

;

208

S.

LUTZ
MISS
2nd
Phone
St.

$5.00

832

y,

-

Round Oak Heaters
Batter Oil Stoves
Monarch Ranges
ALL GUARANTEED

JOHN S.rmar
BEA VEN
outh

Albu-auera-

ue

PIANO SHOW

i

Learnard &
Ltafjemann's

,

Je

L. BELL CO.

irst St.

DUKE CITY

Strong Brothers
lH

Funeral Directors

Attracts

Embalmers

D. K. B. SELLERS, Vice President
President
J. C. FLOURNOY, Secretaryl

M. W. PLODKNOr,

Whitney Company

WholesaleHardware
Mail Orders Solicited.
40140M06 North 1st Street

Wholesale Prices
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

201-21- 1

Mrs. R. B. Patten

DRUGGISTS

y,

I

BEST GOAL

BEST PRICE

,

HltfM-hti-

BUY EARLY FOR CHRISTMAS

.ECONOMY DOES NOT MEAN

Cheap Buying
c

3

No, Sir!

It means getting the very best quality for the money you feel you can afford to pay
out. Stein-Bloc- h
Smart Clothes are not cheap
clothes, but they are economical clothes.

They Fit You, They Wear You,
They Give You Style
You will find in them more dollar-for- - dollar
value than you dreamed could be put into clothes.

SAM KEE

CCPb

Your Credt is Good
E. M AHARAM

ate

CHAFING DISHES

HllTI Jt, I I.EL BETTER.''
VELVET SKIN CLEANSING LOTION
LOOK

Just received a large shipment. Haven't room for them,
and are making special low prices this weak to move them

The Diamond

Palace

CCD1TT
CVClVl

S)000CK3CiKC0KJOOO

1

Central Ave.
I, Albuquerque

000CW)X3OsX)C000a

122 S. Second

coorxxxxxxxxxjuoouuu

ror rirsi viass woik ana rrompi

$18 to $30 per suit
119 W. Gold

$1 I'EIt BOTTLE.
For cleansing and keeping the most delicate skin In perfect condition.
It is Astringent and Antiseptic. This preparation Is my highest achievement
after ten years of constant study and work In this high, dry climate. It Is
registered under Pure Drug Act Serial No. 11.788.
Clear your skin ONCE with this delightful antiseptic. It cleanses where
water fails to do the work and leaves Jh skin delightfully fresh and exquisitely alive.
Write me for my free booklet on Skin Treatment
AILEEN BERG, El Pao, Texas.
Tills IMvp ration la sold In Albuquerque at THE PARISIAN.
DOOUCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Smoker

L WASHBURN CO.

K

Por-terfle- ld

New shipment just in including the new

E.

M

h.

CALL,

Our holiday display of Millinery ami TVtnuned Hats la ready fur your
lnxjKXtJoii. (Greatly reduced prlcvs for this luunth.
Our Ladles' Tailoring department la very buoy. Ilave you seeu our
new samples.
.

Corner Central and Fifth

Phone 944

'
-

le-id-

E
E

s
Grocery
We

are

now

receiving

new Canned Fruits.

our

The price

Is lower and the quality higher

than the last year's goods.
PEAKS, PKAdlES
APiutxyrs, GILAPES,
BLACKJVEIIIUKS,

ClirJUUES, ETQ

Delivery

"t
HUBBS
LAUNDRY CO.

SjxMittl jxicv

on down

lot.

WHITE WAGONS

W.J. PATTERSON
Tt-LM-

r

MCA ir

97

LIVERY AND BOARDING

STABLE

JII J13 Wtsl Sllrir Avbui

Aibvqu0rqu0, K, it.

SKINNER'S;:
205 South
First Street

'

